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Preface
THE CHINESE DOCUMENTS PROJECT
This report is one of a series of studies prepared bv the «toff «f ^ nuProject, under the direction of Dr. Theodore H E ChJ !f I n
f ^ ChlneSe Documents
Project was initiated in 1951 bv the HuITd
"
h University of Southern California. The
Maxwell Ai, Fálcense Montai Â7Ï
ReSe*'Ch ,nSlit"te- »' «» Ai, Ua.verai,,,
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,he Prh0‘0giCal PO,“,‘al »f >“ »P«»«»"» wo„,d
(2) specific «h^r„Obe pth: „gtafX, '
»' - power.
Unfortunately, lh.se «ce»e^0.«
“7S °f air weapons,
knowledge of the culture, organisation, and curHrps^hl1^^^0"
7®
presently exists. The Chinese Documents Proiect was »«d S, 7 7 P0PulaUons" than
.he case of Colunia, China. Specific.,,,
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^
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the most expedient. The operational code of the Chine
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Genera/ Procedure and Staff. The fact that L d
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Ufded 8 Steady flow of newspapers and
Two alternative procedures were available nerther of Íhl"8
of material
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both in the selection of items and in the production of analyses in EngUsh. This latter general pro¬
cedure was adopted as the more efficient one. How it operated is indicated in the Introduction below.
Project Termination. The studies by individual staff members, which were produced during
the first two years, were to have been supplemented by further studies and capped by an up-to-date
analysis of the Chinese Communist regime as a whole. However, the Project was terminated in the
summer of 1953 before these could be produced, and before the studies already made had been
critically appraised and revised. Nevertheless it has been decided to publish and reproduce with a
minimum of editorial revision those considered worthy of dissemination.
Suggested Uses of Reports. In the case of the earlier of these preliminary reports, a score
or so copies of an advance unedited edition have already been distributed in Air Force and other
government offices. The responses received from this very limited circulation indicate that it would
be useful to have suggestions on the possible uses and limiterions of the reports for field operations,
short-range policy planning, longer-range intelligence estimates, and future intelligence research.
The following are therefore offered.
For direct use in psychological field operations, parts of the reports have been and will be
suitable, although as a whole they were not intended for such use without checking and integrating
with other intelligence studies. For short-range policy planning, the same should be said, particu¬
larly since many parts of the reports have continuing current relevance. For use in long-run intelli¬
gence estimates, these reports are “dated”; the Chinese Communist regime itself, however, has
been dynamic and changing and can only be understood in the light of its dated changes, particularly
those since the Communists came to power in 1949. As to use in the planning of future intelligence
research, such dated research as this assumes (1) that future periodic reassessments be made on
each significant aspect of the Chinese Communist regime, and (2) that, in these, the traits and trends
set forth hypothetically in earlier studies be used as base lines and checked, sharpened, and
extended, or if necessary revised, for purposes of estimate and prediction. Such data as are available
from behind the Communist “curtains” obviously need critical reworking as later disclosures are
made.
While certain uses can be made of studies like these on separate aspects of a regime, other
uses, particularly on the strategic level, are dependent on integrating those segmentary studies into
overall analyses of the regime as a whole. Research has certainly not accomplished this satisfacto¬
rily for the China of the recent past and present, and cannot do so until gaps in the segmental studies
are identified and filled, whether by documentary or other investigations. So far as use of these
research reports is desired on the confidential governmental level, it must, of course, assume prior
coordination” with “classified” information. For, to the end of their work, most of the participants
in the Chinese Documents Project were foreign nationals. On a strictly unclassified level on the
other hand, the Air Force, in making these studies available to scholars outside the government,
allows them to be added to that common fund of knowledge which scholars in turn can use to help
assist the government as well as enlighten the public.
Administration of the Contract. The Chinese Documents Project was administratively
launched in 1950 by Dr. Frederick IV. Williams, then Program Director of the Psychological Warfare
Research Directorate, and Dr. Raymond V. Bowers, then Director of the Human Resources Research
Institute. Research contract No. AF 33(038>25075 with the University of Southern California cover¬
ing the Project work became effective in May 1951. Dr. T. H. E. Chen became the Principal Investi¬
gator and Dr. Williams the Contract Monitor. In January 1952 Major Clarence N. Weems, Jr. spent
about seven weeks with the Project staff while the first four preliminary reports were being com¬
pleted. In July 1952, when the next set of preliminary reports was being completed, responsibility for
monitoring the Project fell upon the newly created Far Eastern Branch of the Division and its chief
the undersigned, who is now Project Officer.
'

THE PRESENT STUDY
Orientation. As to what propaganda is, what it should be, and what use governments should
make of it, there are very diverse views. One view widely heralded of late in the United States, for
¡V

instance, has been that the government's official propaganda service (under the International
Information Administration) should dispense information only, even in its counter.nrnna .nH rui,
in contrast, .e8-r<l propaganda as a »capon of political warfare to be used in accordancfwrfh the ''
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of Iowa, receiving an M. A. in journalism in 1948. Then, while serving as an instructor there from
1949 to 1951, he completed his work for a Ph, D. in mass communications (1951). His dissertation
was a content analysis study of the treatment given China in Chicago metropolitan daily newspapers.
He is now teaching at Stetson University, Deland, Florida.
Editorial Policy, Although our re-editing of this study has consisted mainly of such minor
changes as a few rearrangements of material and the insertion of certain subtitles, the Laboratory’s
publishing schedule does not permit negotiating the details of such changes with the author. This,
however, makes it necessary that Dr. Yu be considered chief contributor instead of sole author.
The form, spelling, punctuation, and italicizing of transliterations of Chinese titles, especially in
the footnotes, have been left as they were in the copies transmitted to us by the chief investigator
of the project.

MAURICE T. PRICE
Project Officer
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Introduction to Project Studies
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lives are attained, and in what manner obvious propaganda is to be evaluated, is not new; but the
problem rs acute in an Iron or Bamboo Curtain regime where propagpndic purposes permeate so many
documents, statements, and activities. Fortunately the Communists’ criticism and self-criticism, and
their resort to purges, result in indirect disclosures of the degrees of compliance with laws, programs,
and objectives, and in indirect information on the reactions of the population to the new regime.
Again, the geographic and statistical distribution of any given behavior among government agencies,
party echelons, or the non-Communist population, is often most obscure; but, on the other hand, the
significance of such distribution may sometimes be estimated roughly by the nature of the consequent
policies adopted to deal with it. Sometimes, therefore, the broad outlines of law and official policy
become most significant; at other times, the vivid representation of personal or group reaction to
individual organizational measures is the orientaüon of a report. In spite of the difficulties and
limitations of inadequate data, of distance and inability to make direct observations on the spot, it
is believed that the reports produced under the contract-reports grouped around such major topics as
party and government, rural economic conditions, propaganda and coercive campaigns, reactions in
the family, school, farm, factory, and community-open up perspectives and disclose successive
patterns of behavior, which make significant contributions to our knowledge and understanding of
Communist China. And in so doing they give the context, often the distinct outlines, and oftener still
the pulsing feeling, if we may say so, of the vulnerabilities of the regime.
Personnel. This kind of product was made possible only because the researchers, themselves
of Chinese ancestry and of many years’ experience in China, were aware of the overtones in the
Chines e-language materials and could visualize the behavior portrayed or implied, as well as relate
it to the concepts and modes of analysis which they had assimilated in their social science training.
All had been through Ph.D. graduate training in leading universities of the United States, with all
but one having received this degree. Moreover, practically all had had post-collegiate experience in
China relevant to their major research interests. They differed, of course, in their experience in
applying recent Occidental research techniques and in communicating their ideas to English reading
publics. The result on the whole, however, is that their studies are believed to have an authentic
quality which we feel is a major requirement for understanding Chinese communism* and its impact
on the Chinese people.

THEODORE H. E. CHEN
Principal Investigator
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‘Vi18 ?,,"dy‘he word “communism” is printed with « small letter in accordance with the
U’t tGovernment
Office, it is used only to designate the current communism of
the international Communist movement and/or its parties,
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Summary
ire Communist regime in Chinn has at its command one of the lamest and n«.rkano
powerful propaganda machines in the world. Through this immense marhin
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Scope and Purpose of Chinese Communist Propaganda

sense. liis ^1«% fm^l'ble^Tdl^irprecisirr Tld T' ^ UnderSt°0d in its broadest
because it ranges from elementary education^« « ■ Y u & ^ d 0Í propa8flnda ,n Communist China,
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The Control of Propaganda
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'Xr„z:r rd ,eate
=X=Lf:¡::;r“
xi

Organizai ion
The motor of the immense Communist propaganda machine is the Department of Propaganda of
the Central Committee of the Party. From its headquarters at Peking, the department gives direction
to the general principles as well as specific details with regard to nationwide propaganda activities.
Closely geared to the Department of Propaganda are three kinds of organizations, all operating
directly or indirectly under the control of the Party. Firstly, there are the propaganda departments of
the Party's bureaus or sub-bureaus in various administrative areas, provinces, and principal munici¬
palities. Under these departments, which are immediately responsible to the Party's Department of
Propaganda at Peking, are the propaganda networks, which extend to almost every individual in
China and affect the words and thoughts of them all. Secondly, there are the government agencies
under the Committee of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Government Administration Council.
There is the Press Administration, which controls all the newspapers and radio stations in the
country and also manages the Hsin Hita News Agency, the only pipeline of information of ail news¬
papers in China today. There is the Publications Administration, which puts out books as well as
periodicals considered “correct” by the Party and prevents “undesirable” readings from appearing
before the Chinese reading public. There is the Ministry of Cultural Affairs, supervising all art and
literary activities in the country. There is the Ministry of Education, which has control over all
colleges, schools, and all programs of adult and informal education. Thirdly, in addition to the
Party and government agencies, there are the so-called “mass organizations,” such as the ResistAmerica Aid-Korea Association, Sino-Soviet Friendship Association, All-China Federation of Labor,
New Democratic Youth Corps, and thousands of others. These are the organizations through which
the Party maintains its closest and most extensive contacts with the population. The harmonious
performance of propaganda by these organizations is achieved by the Party's shrewd system of inter¬
locking directorates, in which a few Communist leaders at any level in the Communist organizational
structure, hold concurrently leading positions in the Party, the government, and the important mass
organizations. All these organizations are welded into a monolithic unity highly responsive to
direction and control exerted from above by the Party.
Tentative Generalizations
The present study aims only at developing generalizations on the major characteristics of
the Chinese Communist propaganda behavior and presenting a general picture of the structural and
functional organization of the propaganda machine. It does not seek to evaluate the power or
strength of the machine; such evaluation must wait until after an analysis of the propaganda strate¬
gies and content has been made. However, one can draw a few general, tentative conclusions with
regard to the machine itself.
Firstly, there is no doubt that, regardless of the impact of propaganda on the Chinese
people, the Communist regime has developed a system which brings the largest number of people
into direct and close contact with the Party. The propaganda machine provides for the Party more
than one channel to transmit its messages to the people. Through this immense propaganda machine
the Party tries to assure itself that what ought to be known to the people IS known and what should
be felt by the people IS felt.
Secondly, even though the propaganda machine may not be always successful in producing the
particular thoughts and attitudes desired by the Party, it is at least very effective in keeping out
information and ideas that might operate to weaken the Party’s program. The machine is designed to
operate in such a wayrthat it screens all public information before it reaches the people and makes it
practically impossible to have any free public exchange of ideas among men.
Thirdly, the propaganda machine serves another important function by providing for the Party
a continuous flow of information on the sentiment of the people. Every unit or outlet of the machine
functions as an “information antenna" for the Party. Such information gives the Party an incontest¬
able element of superiority, because it not only helps the Party in its planning of propaganda but
also enables it to act quickly to counteract the “erroneous beliefs” of the people or any opposing
propaganda.

Outlook
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CHAPTER

CHINESE COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA - NATURE, CONTENT, AND ORGANIZATION
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The Communist regime of China is conducting DiODasandíi nr a« n,„
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thoughts acquired from the old society and not let themselves travel on the
erroneous path pointed out by the reactionaries, but to continue to advance
and develop toward socialist and Communist society. The methods we use
in this field are democratic, that is, methods of persuasion, and not
coercion.../
2. A Priority Responsibility
One may tend to believe that it is only in the present process of rapid and forced social
change in China that the Communist regime has to apply large-scale propaganda because it has to
promulgate and secure acceptance for an unstable, markedly new and shifty set of social norms.
A brief review of the Party’s history would reveal that the extensive use of propaganda is no
new trick to Chinese Communists. Today they are merely intensifying their pressure of persuasion
on the people. As early as 1929 Mao Tse-tung pointed out in one of the most important documents of
the Communist Party concerning the Red Army that "propaganda is the Red Army’s first and most
important task. ” He declared:
The objectives of the Red Army’s propaganda are to enlarge the scope of political
influence and to win over the vast masses of people. Only by realizing this task of
propaganda can we hope to organize the masses, to arm the masses, to establish
our regime, to eliminate the reactionary forces and to swell the tide of revolution....
To overlook this task (propaganda) is to give up or abandon the Red Army’s first and
most important duty.../
One high-ranking Party official, recently speaking before a large group of Communist cadres
or political workers in Northwest China, said that "our Party, by tradition, pays great attention to
propaganda work” and that "the most important problem today is to mobilize the whole Party to
engage in propaganda.” He further stressed: "The first and the most important task of all
government institutions is political guidance. Every one of our cadres should consider himself a
political worker. He should educate all working personnel and teach them the method of using
propaganda to push forward our work so that they can all become propagandists of our Party.
3, The Nature and Concept of Chinese Communist Propaganda
It has been implied that Chinese Communist propaganda is a composite from various sources,
including Soviet theory and practice. Our chief interest here, however, is not in differentiating
these sources, but in an overall view of some of the salient characteristics of Chinese Communist
propaganda Certain of these have a distinctive character, even where shared by Soviet propaganda,
which should be pointed out for the benefit of the Western reader.
Propaganda as an Institution. Persuasive propaganda in Communist China is not a sporadic
and momentary phenomenon but an institution of great importance in itself. It is a continuous and
highly organized activity carried on by men whose role as propagandists is persistent and
thoroughly formalized.
Unlike the Nazi propaganda, which was mainly the job of Dr. Goebbels and his machinery,
propaganda in Communist China is not only the responsibility of the Party’s Department of
Propaganda and of the cadres, as noted above, but is regarded as the task of all Party members.
Mao Tse-tung, On People’ Democratic Dictatorship (Peking: English Language Service, New China News
Agency, 1949), p. 13.
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I An (Jiesolutionsof the Ninth Meeting of the Representatives of the Fourth Army of the Chinese Communist
Red Army) (Hong; Kong: New Democracy Publishing Co., 1949), p. 26.
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Propagating “The Truth” a Dignified Job. The word “propaganda" is now in popular disrepute
in the English-speaking world and has acquired unpleasant or even sinister connotations. One
American scholar remarks that “an effective way in Anglo-Saxon society to insult, belittle, or expose
a man is to call him a propagandist." But in Communist China today, the popular word “propaganda"
is used by Party members with all respect and dignity.
This contrast cannot be explained only by a difference of language or culture, and there is
more than a mere matter of semantics involved. The Chinese Communists believe, or at least are
taught and hypnotized to believe, that propaganda is a sacred job. Underlying this notion is the
claim of the Communists that they propagate “truth," which is not only “scientific,” and “correct"
but also, to use Mao's famous expression, “universally true." The Party’s Jen Min Jih Pao has this
to say:
Our Party, during the long-time revolutionary struggle in the past, carried on
ceaseless propaganda to the masses of people to point out the right road to the
victory of the Chinese Revolution. It has been proved by facts that our Party’s
propaganda is completely correct and responsible. But some of our comrades
point out, ‘We don’t need propaganda because we represent truth; reactionary
rumors which are contrary to truth...will eventually defeat themselves.’ This is
very incorrect. If we don't propagate the truth, what then is the significance of
the truth? If a Communist Party member does not propagate truth to the masses
of people, what is then the need of having such a Communist Party member?
TRUTH MUST BE PROPAGATED. Truth, after being propagated and mastered
by the masses of people, will produce tremendous material power. The most
important duty of propaganda of truth should therefore be imposed upon all
Communist Party members who are most decided and determined to fight for
the truth.**
No Distinction Between Propaganda and Education. Another characteristic of the Communist
conception of propaganda is the recognition of propaganda and education as one and the same thing.
Both are regarded as “methods of persuasion.” One can almost say that in Communist China
education is one part of propaganda or vice versa.
According to the Communist viewpoint, all school teachers, journalists, writers, novelists,
playwrights, and all other “cultural" workers are propagandists in the sense that they all perform
the same “sacred duty," that is, “propagate truth to the masses of people, to educate them and to
organize them.” In fact, much of the work of the Ministry of Education deals directly with
propaganda In an official report on China’s educational policies, Minister of Education Ma Hsu-1 un
set four guiding principles for all educational workers in 1951, and the very first principle was “To
push with great vigor the Resist-America Aid-Korea patriotic education and to eliminate imperialism
thoroughly, particularly the cultural influences of aggression spread in China by the American
imperialists."11 Ma also ordered schools of all levels to engage in mass propaganda throughout the
whole nation so that all people in China might receive “education in patriotism." It is apparent
that such activities for education in patriotism are propaganda rather than education, as the terms
are commonly understood.
Another important project of the Ministry of Education is the “winter school movement” and
it set as its goal the education of more than 35,000,000 Chinese adults in 1951. In Hopei alone,
more than 30,000 “winter school" teachers were trained to conduct adult classes. The adults were
to be taught simple written Chinese and given heavy doses of Communist propaganda in the winter
months when the farmers normally have comparatively little to do after the harvests. The purpose

toJen Min Jih Pao (Peking), January 3, 1951. Capitalization of words in the quotation is by the author of
this study.
“ffsin Hua Yúeh Pao (New China Monthly), Vol. IV, No. 4, August 1951, pp, 897-8.
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of these winter schools, as specified in one official directive from the Ministry of Education, is
“to further the people in the patriotic Resist-America Aid-Korea education, to push forward such
movements as the increase of economic production and the patriotic pact, and to carry on education
on major government policies such as land reform, democratic reform, mutual assistance in production
and the marriage law.,,M
In 1942, Mao Tse-tung gave a definition of a propagandist and clearly pointed out that every
teacher is one. He asked:
What is a propagandist? Not only is the teacher a propagandist, the newspaper
reporter a propagandist, the literary writer a propagandist, but all our cadres in all
kinds of work are also propagandists. Take for instance the military commanders.
They do not necessarily issue statements but when they want to talk to soldiers
and deal with people, what are they doing but carrying on propaganda work?
Anyone engaged in talking with another person is engaged in propaganda work.,..”
Includes the Role of the Agitator. It is commonly believed that Chinese Communist propaganda
is just a colossal sales promotion campaign in which the product is ideological. It is quite true, of
course, that the Communists are trying to sell Marxism-Leninism and Mao’s New Democracy to the
Chinese people. However, it would be erroneous to believe that the Communist propagandists
aim only at ramming into the minds of the masses the Communist line of thought. A more complete
statement would be that a Communist propagandist in China has a twofold purpose: (1) to spread
ideological doctrines or disseminate the Party line, and (2) to incite or arouse people to spontaneous
action. In other words, the Communist mass persuasion is a combination of propaganda or elucidation
of ideas, and agitation or call to action.
This point should be clarified because Lenin took great pains to distinguish carefully
between propaganda and agitation, but these two are often recognized by the Chinese Communists
as one and the same thing.14 There is much discussion of this problem in the Soviet literature. It
is significant to note that me organization which is charged with the general ;esponsibility for
molding and mobilizing public opinion in the Soviet Union is the Department of Propaganda and
Agitation of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks. This is
commonly known as the Agit-Prop Department. The corresponding organization in Communist China
is the Department of Propaganda under the Party's Central Committee, although the word “agitation”
is not used in the official title.
Lenin rejected the idea that the presence or absence of a “call to action” can be used to
distinguish between propaganda and agitation. He accepted as fundamental the classical definition
of Plekhanov, who stated: “A propagandist presents many ideas to one or a few persons; an agitator
presents one or a few ideas, but he presents them to a mass of people.”” In Bolshevik thought,
propaganda has more to do with the development of the more advanced members and natural leaders
of the masses, and the agitators or organizers bring the Party's messages to the people through
agitation. In other words, propaganda in the Soviet Union is actually a precondition for agitation.
The Chinese Communists make no distinction between propaganda and agitation. Very
often the two words are used interchangeably. It is generally understood, however, that a Chinese
Communist propagandist is supposed to be an agitator at the same time, in the sense in which the
terms have come to be used in the Soviet Union. Sometimes, the hyphenated expression of
“propagandist-agitator” is used, but “propagandist” seems to be the preferred word in the Chinese
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Chieh Fang Jih Pao (Liberation Doily, Shanghai), November 13, 1951.
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„ . j**?0 Tse-tung, “Fan Tui Tang Pa Ku” (“Opposing Party Formalism’*) in Cheng Feng It'en Haien
(Ideological Remoulding Documenta) (Hong Kong: New Democracy Publishing Co., undated),p. 33,
o
Ta distinctions between propagandista and agitators are discussed in great detail in Ale* Inkeles’
Public Opinion in Soviet Rumio; four chapters of the book deal with personal oral agitation in the Soviet Union,
/hid., p. 39,

Communist literature. This is probably because propaganda is a much more common and familiar
wora to the Chinese people. In an editorial supporting the Party's decision to build up a nationwide
propaganda network in China, the authoritative Jen Min Jih Pao quotes Stalin’s statement that
agitation at all times and places is the Party’s main instrument" and emphasizes its belief that
the statement is correct. Immediately after the quotation, the paper explains in a parenthesis
that "the word agitation used here, according to the customary use of Chinese language, could
better be translated as propaganda."1*
.. _ , fxcept fot the difference in the use of terms, the Chinese Communists are actually applying
the Bolshevik theories and practices in their effort to formulate and utilize public opinion. There
is ardly one article on propaganda in the Chinese Communist literature which fails to quote from
Lenin or Stalin about the subject. Recently the Committee on Cultural and Educational Affairs of
the Government Administration Council published a book on propaganda and agitation. It is one of
the senes of the Reference Materials in Culture and Education supposed to be required reading
for all cadres and Party members. The book is a collection of 41 articles on propaganda and
agitation, with 13 articles by Lenin, Stalin, and other Soviet leaders, and editorials from Pravda
occupying more than half of the whole volume. It is openly admitted by the Communist regime in
China that in propaganda and agitation it follows exactly the "wisdom” of Lenin and Stalin and
the "correct examples” of the Soviet Union. Actually, the present Chinese "propagandists” and
"reporters,'’ according to the Bolshevik theory, are engaged largely in agitation rather than in
propaganda, because they have more to do with the masses of people than with leaders.
An Operational Definition. Therefore, in a study of propaganda in Communist China, one has
to understand the word in its broadest sense. It is generally impossible to delimit precisely the
field of propaganda in Communist China because it ranges from conducting elementary education to
furthering agricultural production and encompasses all vehicles of human expression and every means
of influencing attitude, including even violence. For the purpose of this paper, an operational definition
of the term as follows might be useful: Propaganda is an institution of social control which, ranging
from political education or persuasive indoctrination to agitation or incitement, is continually and
persistently applied to the masses of people for the purpose of giving them selected information,
preparing them, and leading them gradually to follow the Party in understanding and, eventually,
in action.
4. The Substantive Touchstone of Chinese Communist Propaganda-the Class Struggle
It goes without saying that all programs of the Communist regime in China are based on
Marxism-Leninism as weil as Mao’s theoretical thinking, which is aq adaptation of MarxismLeninism to China’s practical situation. One Communist propagandist in China expresses the
foundation of Communist propaganda as follows;
To neglect propaganda of Marxism-Leninism and Mao’s thought is a serious
political mistake....To pay attention only to the job to be done and not to pay
attention to the raising of the political and ideological consciousness of the
masses to a higher level will not result in good work. The job might be con¬
sidered done in terms of form and statistics but politically and ideologically
it is still undone.
There is a long-range objective in whatever work we are doing, and that
is to march through New Democracy to socialism. Therefore, in whatever
work we undertake, we must pay great attention to the task of carrying on
the education of the people in Marxism-Leninism, so that they can help
build up the New Democracy of today and walk into socialism in the future.
1 ft

Jën Min Jih Pao (Peking), editorial, January 3, 1951.

We must make every Chinese citizen, after going through this propaganda
education, visualize the bright picture of the future and therefore struggle
aggressively for its realization. Otherwise, our work will be deadly
colorless, lacking in political content, routine and eventually mistaken....
That is to say, if we carry on only propaganda of our daily tasks in a
mechanical and matter-of-fact way and do not consider Marxism-Leninism
as the foundation of all our propaganda work, we will commit the error
of empiricism.17
fundamentai*hasiR6
^
pr°ßrani °f the Chinese Communist propaganda stems from one
undam entai basis, class struggle, which is the real essence of Marxism-Leninism. In other words, at
e present stage in the development of Chinese communism, the chief purpose of Communist
propaganda is to awaken, heighten, and sharpen the class consciousness of the masses, where the
real strength or power of the regime is supposed to be generated.
Politics as Class Struggle. Ai- Ssu-ch'î, the most authoritative theoretician in Communist
ma, gives the following often-quoted statement which best summarizes the fundamental basis
of the Communist philosophy. He says; "Politics, to put it briefly, is nothing but a centralized
of dass struggle; it is just a relationship of oppression and control of one class by another
ciass. He points out that "the fundamental content of our Party’s political task is to raise the
evel of consciousness of the revolutionary class, to pull together forces of all the revolutionary
c asses to oppose the control of the reactionary class and fight for the possession of the power
o rule the nation. " He further states; "There are only two kinds of political tasks: one is the
ask of propaganda and education, and the other is the task of organization. Both aim at raising the
level of political consciousness of the revolutionary class....
This interpretation follows exactly the theories of Marxism-Leninism. Class consciousness
is, for Marx, the basis of political consciousness. But Lenin further develops the idea-and this is
perhaps his greatest contribution to the propaganda of Marxism-that class consciousness left to
itself becomes entirely bound up in the "economic struggle” and will be confined to a mere
r, unionist” consciousness. Therefore, Lenin advocated that this class consciousness be
awakened, educated, and brought into the battle in a larger sphere than the worker-employer
relations alone and that this task be assigned to an elite group of professional revolutionaries,
the conscious vanguard of the proletariat.1®
.
Vice-Chairman Liu Shao-ch’i, at present said to be the No. 2 man in Communist China
fa ter Mao), or the No. 3 (after Mao and Chu), discussing the “mass line” in his classic book,
Oí, the Party, summarizes the ideological basis of propaganda as follows:
With us, therefore, everything is dependent on and determined by the
people’s consciousness and self-activity, without which we can accomplish
nothing and all our efforts will be in vain. But as long as we rely upon the
consciousness and self-activity of the masses and as long as such
consciousness and self-activity are genuine, then with the addition of the
Party’s correct leadership, every aspect of the great cause of the Party will
finally triumph. Therefore, when the masses are not fully conscious, the
•uties of Communists-the vanguard of the masses of the people-in carrying
17
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out any kind of work is to develop their consciousness by every effective and
suitable means. This is the first step in our work which must be done no
matter how difficult it is or how much time it will take.
Only when the first step has been taken can we enter upon the next step. In
other words, when the masses have reached the necessary level of consciousness,
it is then our responsibility to guide them in their action-to guide them to
organize and fight. When this is brought about, we may further develop their
consciousness through their actions. This is how we lead the masses step by
step to fight for the basic slogans of the people as put forth by our Party.1®
Chief Movements as Class Straggle. This concept of class is present in virtually all
programs of the Communist regime in China. Take, for instance, the three biggest movements that
are in full swing in Communist China today: the land reform, the Resist-America Aid-Korea
Movement, and the suppression of “counter-revolutionaries.” The ultimate objective of land reform
is definitely not the division of land among poor peasants but, as Liu Shao-ch’i puts it, “the
elimination of the landlord class,“ The suppression of “counter-revolutionaries” is obviously the
annihilation of the “reactionaries” or the classes of people considered undesirable or dangerous
by the regime. The Resist-America Aid-Korea Movement lends itself to being dramatized as a class
struggle on a world basis or, as the Communists phrase it, a struggle of the “class of democracy”
against the “class of imperialism represented by America.”
As an illustration of how class consciousness is manipulated in the propaganda of land
reform, we quote Ai Ssu-ch'i again:
...The reason that the masses of peasants can stand up and take part in the
struggle for land reform is mainly because they are awakened, enlightened and
guided by the working class (the Communist Party) and possess the right
consciousness. They no longer believe that landlords are born to be superior
and have the right to oppress the peasants. Under the guidance and education
of the Communist Party, they (the peasants) now realize that the landlord
class, which gets food without working, is not a class higher than the peasants
but that the working and laboring peasants are a class superior to the landlord
class....They now understand that it is not the landlords feeding the peasants
but the peasants feeding the landlords. They now understand that it is not the
peasants who depend upon landlords for a living but actually the landlords who
depend upon the peasants. Therefore, only the conscious peasants who can
ideologically degrade and look down on the landlord class have the courage
for the struggle....11
At present, a major objective of propaganda in Communist China is to equip the masses of
people with “courage” to participate actively in the struggle. And the element of courage, according
to Communist reasoning, can be instilled into the people only by heightening and sharpening their
class consciousness in order to build up their self-respect and self-confidence and prepare them
to fight. This is especially true in the case of the Resist-America Aid-Korea Movement, in which
propaganda is manipulated to convince the people that their sufferings were largely due to
exploitation by the American imperialist class, that their survival depends upon the elimination of
the imperialists, that the United States of America is a vulnerable enemy and nothing but a “paper
tiger,” and that the omnipotent Communist Party will unquestionably lead them to victory. In the
case of propaganda for the suppression of ‘‘counter-tevolutionaries, ” every effort is made by the

20LiuShao*ch'i, On the Party (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1950), pp. 57-58.
2Ui Ssu-ch’i, op, oil., p. 126.

regime to convince the masses that the revolutionary class can survive only after all “reactionaries11
are annihilated, and that the masses must be fearless in punishing anyone who is against the cause
of the Communist revolution.
The Communist Party’s ideological Reasoning. These examples should suffice to indicate
that “class struggle,“ which is the real dynamic of Marxism-Leninism, is also an ever-present theme
of all propaganda works in Communist China. The significance of this fact is that it sets forth the
doctrinal bases on which the Party claims its unique position of leadership, responsibility, and
privilege in China, amounting to an inviolable political monopoly. As specified in the Party
Constitution of 1945, the "ultimate aim” of the Chinese Communist Party is the realization of
communism and, in the course of revolutionary struggle toward this aim, the Party “must endeavor
to become the core of all revolutionary mass organizations and of the revolutionary state organs.“*1
Consider for a moment the Communist line of reasoning through which they claim this role
The basis of the “people’s democratic dictatorship” is the alliance of the working dass, peasant
class, and urban petty-bourgeoisie. The working dass is declared to be the leading dass in the
revolutionary struggle because, in the words of Mao Tse-tung, “only the working dass is far¬
sighted, just and unselfish and richly endowed with revolutionary thoioughnesa“11 The “vanguard”
of the working dass is none but the Communist Party, which is the “highest form of proletarian
class organization.” Asa self-constituted elite, the Party therefore arrogates to itself a complete
monopoly of dass leadership.
Bit how is this numerically small dite class to lead the masses of the population? This
question, simple as it may sound, is an important point to be considered because here one can
discover the secret of the Communist society and its strength.
To many it may seem that Communi st China is ruled completely by coercion. True, as rulers
in a totalitarian state, the Chinese Communists apply coercive measures on a tremendously large
scale, But they are markedly different from old tyrannies because, in spite of the ruthlessmess
of their methods of control, they claim to rule the country by persuasion rather than by coercion
and make an elaborate show, at least, of doing so.
Liu Shao-ch’i, the Party leader quoted earlier, has this to say about the Party’s method of
guiding the masses:
We should lead the masses forward, but there should be no comm and!sm. We
should be intimately connected with the masses, but we should reject tailism.*
We should start from the level already attained by the masses in developing
their consciousness and leading them forward. We must adjust the highest
principles to the greatest possible connections with the masses in our work.
Such is our mass line.u
Myth of Unity with the Masses. A fundamental myth of the Communist Party in China is that
it is intimately united with that sacred entity called “the masses.” One very popular Communist
expression is that “the Party learns from the masses”; another favorite cliché of the Chinese
Communist is that “the policy and methods of work of the Party must originate from the masses and
go back to the masses.”1* Sometimes it even seems to be claimed that the masses, rather than the
Party, initiate all the programs of the regime. It appears at least that mostof the programs of the
regime are “desired” and “demanded” by the masses of the population, and the Party simply acts

?h^lSe

CoTunist Par,y* adopted by the Party'« Seventh National Party ConPress. l95^pV 15^-204.
«natitution i* in Liu Shao-ch'i, On the Party (Peking; Foreign Languages
2324Mao> On People’s Democratic Dictatorship, p. 16.
Liu Shao-ch'i, op. ctt,, p. 66.
25lbid., p. 52.

1. e.,

lagging behind.-Project Officer.
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to “satisfy the people." For instance, it is the “people” who want to “volunteer” to go to the
Korean front; it is the “people” who “demand” the suppression and severe punishment of tiie ^
“reactionaries”; it is the “people who “insist” on carrying out a “thorough democratic tefonn
in society. According to Communist literature in China, it ^ the “creative initiative and highlypolWcal »„so»» W of the "peopfo" which c*o .he» sign .he Wodd Pe«=. Appeni
(Stockholm), take part in the Patriotic Pact, actively participate in the Resist-America Aid-Korea
Movement and make a higher reœrd of production than is required It is an
^
in the Chinese Communist documents that the Party never does anything without the
of the people.”
In evaluating this vital and constantly reiterated myth, one must remember that until the
establishment of the “People's Republic of China” late in 1949, the Communist Party was a
minority group in China and many of its theories and principles were comparatively unpopular
in the country. Although all programs of the Communist regime are declared to be “in the
interest of the people.” Marxist-Leninist theories of class and political consciousness appear
strange and even meaningless to the ordinary Chinese peasants or workers. The claim ote
Chinese Communists that they are just workers who are armed with the weapon of MarxismLeninism and are acting, not on the basis of self-interest, but as the “representatives of .
social forces,” still sounds paradoxical to probably the majority of the Chinese people. To
this writer, it just does not seem possible that in a short period of two or three years the masses
of the population can suddenly have “become conscious of their natural duties” and “volunteered
to bear their historical mission of building a new, Communist society.
One can readily see that there actually exists a wide gap between the Party and the masses.
But the Chinese Communists insist, and they may believe, otherwise. They often refer to the arty
and the masses as one “harmonious unity.” The question of the extent to which this claim may be
true is beyond the scope of this paper. It is apparent, at least, that the Chinese Communists are
making an all-out effort in propaganda to gear their policies to the receptivity of the masses and
make it appear that everything they do is on the initiative of the people.
,
.
“Selt-emanoipation” under Guidance. Theoretically the Chinese Communists believe
the “self-emancipation” of the people and insist that “the masses of the people ma^e„
history” and that “their emancipation must be based on their own consciousness and willingness.
But they are not unaware of the practical realities. They realize that the “class consciousness
of the people cannot automatically elevate itself to a higher level and that, unless correctly
guided ” such consciousness can easily go astray and lead to a trade-unionist type of consciousness.
They therefore consider it the “natural duty” of all Communists to guide the masses m the development and elevation of their consciousness, because Communists alone are supposed to be on t
highest level of consciousness and possess the “correct” ideology of Marxism-Lemmsm. As
Shao-ch’i said: “In the struggle for the emancipation of the people a Communist should act
onlv act as a leader or guide for the masses of the people. 16
. .
The general principle of the development of the political consciousness of the people is
se[ f0,th
Lch-quoJd formula of M.o Tse-fua*.
said: "We ahoutd loam from fhe masses
before we can educate them.” Liu Shao-ch’i interprets this concept as follows.
Only when our comrades have humbly learnt from the masses of the people,
crystallized the knowledge and experience of the people and turned it into
systematic knowledge of a higher order, will they be able to take positive
steps to develop the consciousness of the people and give
to the
people’s activities. It will certainly be futile, if instead we should selfconceitedly devise a set of schemes out of our own imagination, or
mechanically introduce a set of schemes from historic or foreign experiences
in order to develop the consciousness of the masses and to guide them.
26ibid., p. 58-

27Ibid.,

pp. 59-60.
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]iodels{<* ¡nte™e<Kate and Backward Elements. Liu, like all other Communist leaders, is
fully aware of the fact that the development of the consciousness of the people is no easy task
because, as he further elucidates:
y
In ail sections of the masses there are generally to be found the relatively active
elements, the intermediate elements and the backward elements. In the initial stages
the active elements are usually in the minority, while the intermediate and the
backward elements make up the broad masses. In accordance with the mass line, the
majority, that is, the intermediate and the backward elements, must be taken care of
otherwise the advanced sections will become isolated and nothing can be done
satisfactorily. The slogans of action and the forms of struggle and of organization
we put forward before the masses must be acceptable to the intermediate and the
backward elements. The development of the self-consciousness and self-activity of
the masses concerns chiefly these people. A mass movement is possible only when
these people are awakened and inspired to action.
We must pay particular attention to educating, uniting and organizing the active
elements so that they may become the nucleus of leadership among the masses.
owever, it must be clearly understood that we are not organizing the active
e ements merely for their own sake and that it is absolutely impermissible to
isolate these elements from the intermediate and the backward masses. Our sole
intention is to attract and set in motion the intermediate and backward elements
through the active elements. In other words, it is for rallying the broadest possible
masses that the active elements are to be organized. If the intermediate and
backward masses are not yet awakened, we must know how to enlighten them as
well as how to wait for them. If we are unwilling to wait, but recklessly rush
forward with a small number of the active elements following us, we shall isolate
ourselves from the masses and end in failure.*»
,

, 0ne

characteristic at the "intemediate aad backward elements" is that, asid

Zi^ûfà ‘ !c Î'
T'“y °f r “e
0 l0W C,,i,ural level- f“11* rea>izi"e this fact, U
points out a special means of approach to these people in the development of their political
consciousness. What Liu recommends is actually what is known in the Soviet uln as - orll
AßUaüon" tak
d°eS not mean ^ the ^less oration of the Party members.
Agitation takes many forms in Communist China and one of the forms is the planting of “models”
or heroes or mng examples” in factories, farms, and other social groupings as objects for
the masses to follow and compete with. To illustrate this point, we quote LiS Shao'h’i agaL
In our work it is all the more necessary to combine individual guidance with
general directives and to set a whole campaign in motion by breaking through at
one point in view of the rather low cultural level of the masses of the Chinese
peasantry and other sections of the people, except for the intelligentsia.
General directives alone will never succeed with masses of a low cultural
level. This is due to the fact that the masses, especially the peasantry,
usually consider problems on the basis of their personal experiences
instead of on the basis of our general propaganda and slogans. In our
work we should break through at one point to give an example to the
masses and let them see and understand things by themselves. Only by
giving demonstrative examples to the masses can we encourage them,
particularly the intermediate and backward elements, by affording them
the opportunities and facilities to understand the problems, thereby

Äir

rz„L“:r'oor p”*y’*

best propagandists and organizers of the m
‘ ,
t ™ beCOme the
il.„ l _ .
,
masses is due to the very fact that
through such living personalities, examples and e, w«7f m 7 T
people the mas*»« ar* 0„„ur j .
' F ’
experiences familiar to the
P P e me masses are enabled to understand the issues, thus heiphtani«»
their consciousness and self-confidence. This a1«*« evniai
u ^
®
reconstruction in China's revolutionary bases is nU i? 118
tevoIutionary
enlightening role f0, Urn people of the whole neüoi
u
nation s consciousness and self-confidence. The same is tr..« f P , 8
t”411®
breaking Ihroegh n, one pein, i„ 00,0,^. etceT éC.l"n
“
rernforcerrrent of its general directives. It is difficult for the masse, r
.
.
generei d,„cives which ere no, honre ou, hy cou^e':«“™,:^

MacistlZS ^ctüon'Ä
ÍTd?
of propagan*, (including ugiiniion) „uy he siropiifled in.“ ihe fõlíowiaTs^r""“'
S ITh!CorainUniSt revolution basically a class struggle,
possible way to LccTs^0"8^ ClaSS StrUgßIe' self'eraflnc¿Pation of the masses is the only
class co(nsci:lrfP,UO" “

*h“

— -h tte righ, leva, ef polihcC ,

correcrirLfmlT.ZTXrrrl:^:!^'' “ 7^'
(5) Only the Communist Patty is qualified an”d ahte toZoTth'e meM«11"^” d
of their consciousness because the Party is the “otoum
d the masses in the development
and Ore highes, fern, o, iis class o^nZüôm"
^
^ Ch¡““
(6) In ail sections of the masses there aie ceneroii«, i. r
, ,
intermediate elements, and backward elements- »nd^„ in "a
7 f°"d relativell' “ct«ve element!
intermediate and backward elemecs whichTo- Z
^ “"“““anesa Ore
major consideration.
h
of ,he P»P“l»tin„ musl be given Ore
educateTL^reTacZ Cem^XiT' ^ ^ C°7~ »' ^ — is ,o
am0ng

8"d

-X

I" m°tinn «he iLXedXTnd ZScelX^“

the population/agitation^aOier than propaganda6* “Zí i""""'!dia,e and b«ckward elements of
is the best epproach, because they consWer coblems on thTb!“ “"f”10“’ *"
S°,iet Ullionand do no, easily compurhend geni,a, pCg“
^
(y) ln developing the entire nation's consciousnest« nmnnoo a *
l .j
follow any fixed policy or rules but should «‘break throughselect
f°
T
‘0
living examples and concrete experiences for executing !L
e^ecte^ Points Jt> order to use
methods at different stages.
"
8 ^ papada policies and for improving

(10) Since the ultimate aim of the Communist reeime is th» r»cn *■
#
since the political consciousness of the masses must be cdsta^v he J ? rmn,UnÍSni ^
elevated to higher levels, persuasive pronaeand* ac
constantly heightened, sharpened, and
regarded as a sporadic and momenta! pZomeÎ^n h t
S°CÍaI
Sh0uld not ^
the Party and government and on a permanent basis. “ mU
^ m whatever is d®n® by

29

¡bid,, pp. 65*66.
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5- 7íie rêmizaiional Machine (or Chinese Cotr,amist Propaganda

di^o

for dissemioaüng^ees.

ti h,e'
chinese
p,rty h*s »'“s
“ °f h""a“ “P"SSl°" “d ^
v*lcl.

^

The motor of this immense machine is the Department of ProDas-andn
*k- a- *■
supervision of the Chairman of the Central Committee of the Party the CenLi p! I« f 0
^
and the Central Secretariat. Closely geared to the machLram the ^ f f
BUreaU’
ministries under the Committee of Cultural and Educational Affeirs of
r
»ZI °n î:

Pe0Ple'S 00™-

-• «I-« PreZAlll™LÎ o“0”

«0. only 1“ruoj*

^hM

‘^d"“10" “d “ ^ «“^“..rrng

of edlere

zs-rL^xtd“1“ irr’r ■ ^

dre Ch1„"DlZ”vrU, c„r;rC'a',C Ref0” Ín FaC,0rÍe8' MÍaa8' aaí

“d

.. Vife7,ing.the immenSe P10?8«30*13 machine of the Communist regime as a whole one can
make the follow,ng generalizations concerning its organization and function. The Parti’s
of Propaganda determines both the general line anrf tk* „„ -r
,
arty s üePartment
mentioned government
, m mass
C,flCmedia; and
°f the
proPaeanda:
the “bove6 vcmment agencies
agences control
control all
all tZ
the available
4 Wr»Hn«ai
propagandists corps, ’ largely composed of members of the Party and the New Democratic Youth
Corps and other “aggressive activists, ” handle all agitation activities.

Project ^Officer. ^ Undartaken due to the ^ termination of the Chinese Documents Project as a whole.
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CHAPTER

II

THE DEPARTMENT OF PROPAGANDA OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY
Before exploring the organization and activities of the Party's Department of Propaganda,
it is necessary to understand its place within the total Party structure. This requires a brief
examination of the Party organization as a whole.
1. The Party—the Pyramid oí Power
According to the Party’s Constitution, “the Party's organizational structure is based upon
democratic-centralism, which means centralism on the basis of democracy and democracy under
centralized leadership." (Article 14.) The fundamental principles of this democratic-centralism
ate as follows: (a) the leading bodies of the Party at all levels must be “elected”; (b) the
leading bodies of the Party at all levels must submit reports at fixed intervals to the lower Party
0/gtnÍrftÍOnS
“elect” them; (c) each individual Party member shall submit to the decisions
of the Party organization to which he belongs, while “minorities” shall submit to the decision of
“the majority”; <d) the lower Party organizations shall submit to the higher Party organizations,
and all divisional Party organizations shall submit to the Central Committee; and (e) Party
discipline shall be strictly observed and Party decisions carried out unconditionally. The first
two principles seem to represent the democratic aspects of the Party and the last three principles,
the centralist or dictatorial aspect. It is commonly believed, however, that in practice the
intensive application of the principles of centralism seems to have overshadowed the democratic
aspects. This is a point which further discussion will attempt to clarify.
In general, the Party operates on three major levels: the central organization, the
provincial and border regional organizations, and the basic or local organizations. The basic
organizations are the Party branches located in factory, mine, village, enterprise, street, company
of the Army, office, or school, wherever there are three or more Party members. In the Western
world these branches are usually referred to as “cells.” These basic organizations are joined
into intermediary units-city, county (Asien), or district organizations,-which in turn form the
provincial and border region organizations. The central organs, of course, form the highest echelon
of the Party.
It is important to note that all local Party branches have the power to make independent
decisions but that this power is strictly limited by the condition that “such decisions do not
conflict with the decisions of its higher Party organization or of the Central Committee.”
(Article 25 of the constitution.) Another important provision in the constitution is that every Party
member may carry on within the Party and in Party meetings free and practical discussion to express
his or her views on Party policy and on various issues, before decisions are reached; but “when a
decision is reached, it must be abided by and carried out unconditionally.” (Article 21.) The power
of P arty members is further limited by another provision of the constitution which states that
“before the Central Committee has made any statement or decision, no departmental or lower Party
organization or its responsible personnel shall be free to make any statement or state views on
any issue of a national character, although private discussions and suggestions to the Central
Committee are allowed. ” (Article 25.)
The real power of the Party obviously lies in the hands of the Central Political Bureau,
which summons the Central Committee to meet in plenary session once every half-year, and the
14
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Liu Shao-ch’i, op, cit,, p. 136.
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H*Üeh HS¡ (Uarni^' Vol. IV, No. 8, August i, 1951, p. 25.
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i he power of the Communist Party over these governmental agencies becomes more evident
when one examines the personnel involved in the program of cultural and educational control. The
chairman of the committee is Vice-Premier Kuo Mo-jo, who, although declaring himself to be a
non- arty liberal, is perhaps more outspokenly anti-American and pro-Russian than many of the
most faithful and loyal Party leaders. He is concurrently director of the Academy of Sciences and
national chairman of the “Chinese People’s Committee to Protect World Peace and Oppose
American Aggression” (generally known as the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association), which is
supposed to lead in all anti-American activities in Communist China today. Apparently well-liked
by Moscow, Kuo was awarded in December 1951, the Stalin International Peace Prize, which Kuo
himself declared to be the “highest international honor today.” In accepting the prize, Kuo made a
statement on December 23, 1951 at Peking and praised Stalin and the Soviet Union in the strongest
possible terms. He said in part:
s
It is the people of Soviet Russia-the greatest in the world-who have made the
greatest contribution to the ’strengthening of world peace.' Under the direct
leadership of Generalissimo Stalin, the greatest teacher of all laboring people in
the world and the greatest leader in the defense of world peace, the people in the
Soviet Union have thoroughly maintained their policy of peace, developed the
unparalleled superior spirit of creativeness, and made the Soviet Union the
strongest fortress of world peace and the brightest lighthouse of world culture.
All good-hearted people have gained and increased their confidence in winning
world peace because of the existence of the Soviet Union. They all thank the
Soviet people and learn from them. The superior sons and daughters in the
Soviet Union, indeed, are more qualified (than myself) to receive this supreme
prize bearing the name of great Stalin. I only hope that hereafter I can recommend
Soviet friends for the prize. I believe that this is not only my personal hope but
the hope of all the Chinese people and the common hope of all peace-loving
people in the world....”
Kuo is assisted by four vice-chairmen. One of them is Lu Ting-yi, the director of the
Department of Propaganda of the Party’s Central Committee. Another vice-chairman is Chen
Po-ta, who is concurrently assistant director of the Party’s Department of Propaganda and
assistant dean of the Marx-Lenin Institute, the highest center of ideological studies. The other
two vice-chairmen are Ma Hsu-lun, Minister of Education, and Shen Yen-ping, Minister of Cultural
Affairs. The secretary-general, who probably has the greatest power in the execution of policies
and management of day-to-day affairs, is Hu Chiao-mo, * director of the Press Administration and
a long-time Communist Party member. He was formerly director of the New China News Agency
(equivalent to lass in the Soviet Union) and publisher of the Party’s mouthpiece, the People’s
Daily, in Peking. He is also one of the vice-directors of the Party’s Department of Propaganda.
The chief of the Office of General Affairs of the Committee is another Party member. He is Ho
Chen-hsiang, who was fomierly an important official of the Party’s Department of the United
b ront. Then, there are 42 members on the committee and among them are such prominent Party
members as Hsu Teh-li, another assistant director of the Party’s Department of Prooaeanda- At
Ssu-ch’i, tteP.rty-s most prolific theoretician on Mancism-LeninisJ’ Chien Chun-Z
Minister of Education; Chou Yang, Vice-Minister of Cultural Affairs, and other influential
Communists. With the director and assistant director of the Party’s Department of Propaganda
acting as vice-chairmen of the Committee and with other Party members either holding important
administrative posts or occupying seats in the committee, the Party has no difficulty in insuring
that the formulation and execution of “cultural-educational” policies follow the orthodox Party
line in the name of the “People’s Government.”
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3. The Party’s Propaganda Networks
Although propaganda has always played an important role in the Communist system, until
1951 the Party lacked a permanent, well-planned machinery and program to carry out nationwide
propaganda activities. The various kinds of campaigns and movements such as campaigns for
signatures to the Stockholm Peace Appeal, for the glorification of the "model workers,” etc., as
many Communist newspapers admittedly state, were temporary movements, suddenly popping up
and quickly dying out, creating only a temporary fever of enthusiasm among the Party rank and file,
and among the people.
In order to "tighten its unity with the masses,” the Party in January 1951 launched a
gigantic project of setting up a permanent stable propaganda system within the Party which would
radiate into the masses and guide them along the line of orthodox policy. This project is what is
now widely known as "nationwide propaganda networks.” The establishment of such networks '
opened a new page in tire history of Communist propaganda in China, and enabled the Party to
spread new propaganda personnel over the whole country and to advance from theoretical to more
practical goals.
The Central Committee of the Party issued on January 1, 1951 an official order under the
title. ‘Decisions on the Establishment of Propaganda Networks for the Whole Party among the
Masses of the People.”3* This basic document was presented for study to all Party branches in
the country and was followed by a flurry of reports and criticisms in newspapers and magazines,
as well as group discussions. The first paragraph of the document described the necessity and
urgency for more propaganda work among the people. Stating that propaganda had fallen off in many
parts of the country or had ceased completely, it charged that many Party organizations of various
levels had overlooked the importance of carrying on propaganda on a permanent basis. The result,
according to the document, was the rise of reactionary propaganda and harmful rumors constantly
prevailing among the people. It further criticized Party members for excessive use of administrative
orders or commands in their work and failure to deal with the masses through methods of persuasion
md explanation. In order to rectify such errors, the Party decided to install "propagandists” in
"very Party bmnch and "reporters” in directing organs of the Party at various levels, and thus
establish a definite nationwide propaganda network.
Under this new arrangement, a ‘‘propagandist” is not just an ordinary or regular worker in
tlie arty’s Propaganda Department or the Army’s propaganda troupe, who puts up posters, prepares
wall newspapers, gives street comer shows, or shouts slogans at mass meetings. A "propagandist”
of a network” is one who is supposed, by simple popular means, to be constantly carrying on
propaganda and agitation among the people in his environment.
According to the above-mentioned official decisions of the Party’s Central Committee, the
duties of a propagandist are as follows:
(1) to use simple and popular forms to propagate and explain to the people in his
surroundings current national and international affairs, policies of the Party and government, tasks
of the people (especially the direct and urgent tasks of those whom he is addressing), and "model
experiences” of the masses of people in production and other works;
(2) to refute current reactionary rumors and erroneous ideas prevailing among the people;
(3) to stimulate or agitate people to obtain "model experience” in order to accomplish
their tasks in an aggressive manner; and
(4) to report conditions among the people regularly to higher Party organs, so that they may
decide on adequate content and methods of propaganda in different periods.
Forming the propaganda networks are members of the Party and the New Democratic Youth
Corps and those model workers or revolutionary activists who volunteer their service under the
guidance of the Party. Selection of propaganda material is made by Party branches, which are
the basic units of the Party. All appointments of propagandists must be passed by the committee
38
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niepped wilhlne 100,11^10 of Âr He““.!: , ^
pulled his foot out of the mud.
Very anEIy after he
I (the prepagandist hi,„sell) hurtled to him and asked: 'What happeaed?'
'Damn it' I fell in the puddle!' he replied with anger.
‘I just had a fall, too, and I surely cursed well! ’
‘Whom did you curse?'
I cursed the American devils.'
‘Why do you curse the American devils for your fall?’
‘I f the American devils had not invaded us and bombed our Northeast
would we have to have protection from air raids and always be in Í
ZtTf H6 WOUld haVe °Ur Street HßhtS Ht unüI morninß «"d then we
th^e d^AreZVrvLl'163' Wh0m d° y0U think * Sh-ld — besides
media ely added: If I could curse them to death, 1 would surelv
curse them all day long in my home. But cursing alone won’t help. This
means that we should put more effort into production. '
At thls point' the mudd>' factory worker said: ‘You're right.
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Tales of this nature and other stories of how propagandists used different methods nr
o carrying out their agitation work practically flooded the Communist newspapers during the first
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"d ?!.aUeCt SUpe,Vlsl0n of the Partv branches. It has been repeatedly emphasized in mam,
° flCla &lJectlves from propaganda departments under the various bureaus of the Party that the
success of propaganda depends upon the assistance and guidance of Party branches For
~ ia NOrt\China and Ceat""-Sauth Chi">a2ars Í. J,” es
schoo s, mines, and government agencies are instructed to assist the Party branches in their
ocahtieb in directing the work of the propagandists. The tasks of Party branches in prop »ganda
include issuing working directives, preparing propaganda materials, calling meetings of ?
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Objectives and Requirements oi Propagandá:
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2. In addition to the fixed objects of propaganda (the 16 families), we will talk
to anyone whom we meet. The motto is not to waste one single minute or
affaTs'T„etoSln* ÍndÍVÍdUaL We Sh0Uld Change the '“"versation on personal
affairs into a conversation on current affairs' and thus develop the habit
of carrying on propaganda at all times and places.
3. The general task of the propaganda in the Resist-America Aid-Korea
campaign should be united with the propaganda of the actual tasks
carried on in the community. In the patriotic movement
of increasing production, we will not only set up our own plans of
«lósame nw
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and 60 trees and to invest in 30 shares of the local co-op; persuadine 55
and m i

foTsi'vlTe i' PeaCe(YPeal foe“")
vote in the movement
for solving the problem of Japan by a united effort (as opposed to the Peace
beUigerents at ^ papan.by the United States and most of the other
ugerents at San Francisco); organizing 30 people to participate in the

~rrr:rieron
of May i;
gooa job in suppressing the counter-revolutionaries.
B. Content of Propagandá:
L flTnHm77Very 0n! in the COmmunity und«standthat to oppose America
a,d Korea is the only way to protect his home and defend the country;
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that the actual task of the Resist-America Aid-Korea Movement is to
increase production and do a good job in one’s own field; that the Chinese
and Korean armies will definitely win the war; and that the American devils
will eventually be defeated. Meanwhile we should point out the possible
difficulties that may be encountered, explain the experiences in China’s
War of Liberation, and enable the masses to understand correctly the
victorious situation at present and not to be disturbed by temporary set¬
backs.
2. To propagate the 10 principles in the speed-up movement in production
and organize the masses of the people to participate in the movement
through these principles.
3. To propagate current information on the suppression of counter¬
revolutionaries on the basis of the "Law on the Punishment of Counterrevolutionaries” recently made public by the government.
4. To propagate the advantages of a close relation between co-ops and the
people and thus encourage people to purchase shares.
5. To propagate the meaning of signing the World Peace Appeal and voting
on the Japanese question, and to explain the reasons for participatinc in
the demonstration parade on May 1.
V
P ng
C. Source of Material for Propaganda:
1.

To attend the meetings for propagandists punctually, listen carefully to
the lectures, and study the propaganda materials.

2. To read newspapers, propaganda handbooks, and any other material
handed down from the higher Party organization and to keep constantly
in touch with the secretary of the Party branch.
3. To gather reactions from the masses.
4. To maintain constant contact with the ch’ii committee of the Party through letters
and in person.
D. Forms and Methods of Propaganda:
1* To organize four group discussions during this month. At least one of them
should be a discussion meeting of women.
2. To conduct individual propaganda or informal conversation at least twice
a day and make it a habit to do so.
3. To organize a newspaper-reading group, and read the Ta Chung Pao (The
Daily of the Masses, published in North Kiangsu) every three days. We
will take turns in reading newspapers.
4. To put out a "propaganda bulletin board” on current affairs and local news.
The board is to be supplied with new material every three days.
5. To grasp every opportunity for propaganda such as working, walking, etc.
6. To make use of the aggressive activists in the masses. It is our plan to
make use of Tsu Chang-yu (name of a child) to cany on propaganda among
the 18 children in the community. We are planning to educate and use Siao
Chi-yuan (name of a woman) to carry on propaganda among the 12 women
in the section.
How successful such propagandists may be in winning the people to the cause of the Part'
cannot be ascertained in this paper. However, one thing is certain: The Chinese people have
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absolutely no escape from propaganda wherever they go or whatever they do. According to figures
released by the Party in December 1951, there were more than 1,550,000 propagandists in the
whole country in October 1951.41 At present, the average number ot propagandists in every
factory, farm, and production unit is about 10 per cent of the total people in the unit. In the
Northeast area alone, there were 117,823 propagandists in 1950; it was the plan of the area
Party authorities that the number should increase to 200,000 in 1951.41 In an electric power
plant at Dairen, for example, the number of propagandists is 10 per cent of the total working
people; in a mine at Anshan, 6 per cent; in another chemical plant at Mukden, 13 per cent.4*
There is hardly any place in China today where a person can be free from the persistent
persuasion of these propagandists.
The introduction of the system of propaganda networks changes considerably the social
life of the peasants, factory workers, and other people of the lower social levels, Perhaps never
before in their lives have these people been so persistently persuaded to do things, attend
so many meetings, and sign so many pacts, and to do so “voluntarily." According to one official
report, in a period of two weeks in the city of P eng Chi (in the Northeast), the Party secretary of
the City Committee made 18 reports; the Comm unist high-ranking cadres in factories and mines
made 625 reports to a total audience of 70,000; there were 270 group discussions in which 25,000
people participated; 30 accusation meetings and IS oral contests were held. In addition, there
were story-telling evening meetings, memory meetings, and farewell meetings to the people
joining the armed forces. Then, cadres were organized to conduct interviews in every family in
the city.44 In a 10-day period from July 10 to July 20, 1951 in Chaoan, a hsien in Kwangtung, there
were 8,085 grievance-telling accusation meetings, including 1,347 mass meetings and 6,738 smallgroup meetings. On the average, every inhabitant was exposed to at least three such meetings.4*
This degree of intensity of propaganda coverage is probably unparalleled in the history of the
modem world, with the possible exception of the Soviet Union.
The general content of the material used by these propagandists is fairly summarized in
the following statement which appears in the official report made by the Department of Propaganda
f the Party's Northeast Bureau:
Content of mass propaganda varies with the tasks or responsibilities prescribed
by the Party at special times and with the different stages of historical development.
At present, our mass propaganda efforts are mainly as follows: to develop continuously
the Resist-America Aid-Korea Protect-Home Defend-Nation Movement; to elevate
the consciousness of the masses of people in anti-imperialism, patriotism and
internationalism; to hate, condemn and despise American imperialism and eliminate
all the poisonous elements of befriending America, respecting America and fearing
America, spread by the running dogs of American imperialists; to ascertain the
self-confidence and self-respect of the masses in their love for the fatherland and
people; and to develop further the aggressiveness and creativeness of the masses
of people in high-speed labor production in order to increase constantly the
production rate for the consolidation of national defense, development of the
national economy, and struggle for the defense of world peace.4*
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In mo» definite terms, the content of the mass propaganda earned out by these operational
propagandists falls into the following three categories: (1) national and international current affairs;
(2) policies and decisions of the Party and government and, particularly, tasks or responsibilities
specially prescribed by the Party at specific periods; add (3) teachings and lessons in production.
Instruction relay posts. The decision of the Party’s Central Committee on propaganda
networks stipulates that the propagandists of Party organs shall meet at least once a month, and at
most once a week, to discuss their instructions and the work accomplished. On a higher level,
the Asien or city Party organ shall convene the meeting of propagandists and their representatives
monthly. On behalf of the Party’s city or Asien committees, the Party’s committees at the district
(ch’ti) level are required constantly to direct the propaganda work of the Party branches and decide
the scope, aims, and methods of propaganda for each Party branch according to its own conditions.
In rural areas where transportation conditions are poor, the Party’s district committees follow a
system of setting up "instruction relay posts.” Selected propagandists representing the
propaganda departments of Party branches are summoned by the Party’s cA’ii committees to
receive instructions on propaganda with regard to content, methods, and approaches.
Today, these "instruction relay posts” are spread all over the country. The Department
of Propaganda of the the Party’s committee in the province of Hopei reported that, according to
incomplete statistics, there are 710 such posts in an area of 29 Asien. These units, besides
passing on instructions to Party branches, also serve the function of educating and training
propagandists. In the case of Hopei Province, all heads of such posts are members of the Party’s
cA’ii committees who are charged with educational responsibilities. There, as elsewhere, these
heads of posts not only give instructions on propaganda to Party branches, but also supervise the
"political study” of the Party members at a lower level and jn'tum report their progress to their
*
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superiors.
uReporters.” Realizing that members of the Party branches as well as the cA’ii
committees are of low cultural levels, the Party’s Central Committee decided that propagandists
alone would not be enough to enable the masses of people to understand fully the Party’s policies,
especially in the case of policies designed: for special occasions. The Party believed that the
directing personnel of the Party’s organs at various levels should be constantly available to make
systematic reports or lectures to people on current affairs, policies, tasks, and experiences.
For this reason, "reporters” or "reporting personnel” are installed in all committees of the Party
in every province, city, administrative' district, Asien »r cA’ii.
“Reporters,” as regulated by the Party’s Central Committee, "are propagandists of a
higher rank and therefore are directing personnel of propagandists.”4* Forming tie large army of
reporters are secretaries and responsible members of the Party’s committee at all levels fm the
cA’ii to the province, and Party members holding responsible positions in government agencies
at corresponding levels. In some cases, Party members can be assigned by Party committees to
serve as reporters.
Every "reporter” is required to make a political report at least once every two months
before a large gathering of representatives of the masses of people (the workers and peasants).
Subjects and major points of content must be approved in advance by the secretary of the
Party’s committee to which the reporter belongs. After delivering a speech or completing a
speaking tour, the reporter is expected to submit a report about his talks and the reactions of the
audience to the secretary of his committee, who is responsible for going through all such reports
and offering any assistance or guidance necessary to guarantee that the work of reporters is
always of an approved nature. In this connection, Party committees at various levels ate
encouraged to recommend good reports of reporters to be published in newspapers.
Since reporters are mostly Party leaders of their own localities with considerable authority,
they command more respect among the people than the ordinary propagandists who work among the
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masses. In Shanghai, for instance, Mayor Chen Yi, Deputy Mayor Pan Han-nien, Liu Chang-sheng,
chairman of the Union, and many other Party and government leaders are all reporters. In Taiyuan,
a city of medium size, there are more than 200 reporters, covering about 13 fields, including
education, culture, religion, and public health. In an eight-day period from November 8 to November
15, 1950, these reporters made 625 reports to a total audience of 70,963. Group discussions were
also organized after every report, and it was estimated that 74,522 people participated in such
meetings. In the Central-South area, there are 8,566 reporters covering six provinces.10
On the surface, at least, it would appear that the elaborate system of reporters and
propagandists is well calculated to promote the close and mutually beneficial connection between
the Party and the people which Communist leaders profess to desire. In the first place,
ProPa§*88Clists are constantly at work with the masses of people. They are supposed to carry on
propaganda, not at any special period of time but at all times and in all places. Much of their work
is done simply by engaging in conversation with people in their own surroundings. The weaving of
this fine-meshed propaganda web means an important step forward in the field of propaganda, from
the standpoint of the Party. Before the installation of propagandists, only members of the Party's
propaganda departments were engaged in this work; and unless they forced the people to carry on
meetings, demonstrations, and discussions, as they often did, people could still escape contact
with propaganda media to a considerable extent.
There is unquestionably a spark of genius in the Party’s use of “reporters" and
“propagandists." It recognizes that since most of the propagandists are ordinary Party menbers,
whose words might not be accepted as authoritative by the people, their work must be reinforced”
by 1 arty leaders who are more likely to command the respect of the common people. This function
is served by reporters. On the other hand, since the propagandists work among the people day in
and day out, they are expected to create a climate among the masses which will make it easier for
the reporters to consummate the conquest of people's minds. Furthermore, since both reporters and
propagandists are under the supervision of the Party's committees at various levels, the Department
of Propaganda of the Central Committee is, on paper at least, in a good position to control and
direct all propaganda activities.
A word on the principles and procedures generally followed by the Party in this field may
be useful here. The first principle is that in setting up a propaganda network in any area, all
members of the Party’s committee in the area, especially the Party secretary, must be
thoroughiy indoctrinated about the significance of the project before they are presented with
efinrte plans and instructions for carrying out the program. It is a theme frequently repeated in
the Communist press and the propagandists’ handbooks that propaganda networks can be
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chapter III

THE PRESS ADMINISTRATION
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(2) Newspapers should reorganize their functional structure in such a way that direction
and management would be centralized in the hands of the editors.
(3) Newspapers should consider the establishment and direction of “correspondent net¬
works” and “newspaper-reading groups” as their major political tasks.
(4) Newspapers should assume responsibility for criticism of the weaknesses or mistakes
of the governmental agencies, economic organizations, and government personnel; but such
criticisms should be truthful and constructive. They should also pay the greatest attention to the
handling of letters to the editor.
It is significant that in the issuance of such decisions, which are now reported to be
faithfully followed by all newspapers at all levels, the Press Administration directs the Chinese
press exactly after the Soviet pattern. The Chinese newspapers, in tfie hands of the Administration,
are to perform the threefold role which is prescribed by Lenin as “a collective propagandist a
collective agitator, and a collective organizer.”1“
*
Agitation for production is, at present, one of the most important characteristics of the
Chinese Communist newspapers. Actually, this is a practice which the Chinese Communists have
learned from the Soviet Union.
In the earliest days of the Soviet regime, Lenin declared that it was a fundamental
necessity 'to transform the press from an organ which primarily reports the political
news of the day into a serious organ for the economic education of the mass of the
population.' ... Lenin offered the Soviet newspapers the slogan of 'less politics and
more economics,' and he made it clear that when he „poke of economics he did not
mean theoretical arguments, learned reviews, and high-brow plans, which he labeled
‘twaddle.' Instead, he demanded that more attention be paid to the workaday aspects
of factory, village, and military life. The principal task of the press in the period of
transition from capitalism to communism, Lenin asserted, was to train the masses
for the tasks of building the new society, and this meant that the newspapers must
give first place to labor problems and to their immediate practical resolution.“
A qu*ck 818006 at the Communist newspapers in China reveals that news stories and feature
articles aoout the production activities and economic life of the workers in field and farm
practically flood the columns. To follow Lenin's formula of propaganda and agitation, the Press
Administration is using the newspapers to explain and justify to the men and women in field and
factory the economic policies of the Party and government, to glorify the economic achievements
of the coon ry, and to exhort the population to ever greater effort. This feature of the Chinese press
is especially noticeable in the provincial and local newspapers in which news, as it is understood
in the Western world, is kept to a minimum,
In an article entitled “The Press in New China,” Liu Tseng-chi explains that the emphasis
on production activities serves as a “link with the masses.” Liu is vice-director of the China
Information Bureau, which is an important section under the Press Administration, handling
foreign propaganda. Liu writes:
B
Following the liberation of many urban centres during 1949, the people’s press
faced an entirely new situation. In the past, in the old Liberated Areas, the bulk
of newspaper readers had been the revolutionary cadres working In the countryside.
. Un.n8 th0Se years' production was relatively low and communication and transportation
facilities were restricted, for the background was war, often guerilla warfare. Never-
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tficlcss, in spite of these obstacles, by utilizing the then existing conditions to the
best advantage, the newspapers achieved some success in establishing direct contact
with the masses.
The press has replaced tedious reports on meetings, trifling items about personal
activities and academic discussions which have no bearing on actual conditions
with a new type of news. Now, there are stories on new records set by workers in
factories, on how railways and bridges demolished by the KMT have been rebuilt
ahead of schedule, on the new measures taken by peasants to exterminate pests in
the cotton fields, on how the peasants have carried out a dramatic water conservancy
pian to control the Yi River, how illiteracy has been wiped out in a village after
land reform, what methods the mother of a PLA (People’s Liberation Army) fighter
used to collect 3,000 signatures for the Stockholm Peace Appeal within a single
w©©k» • • •

Once publicized in the newspapers, an achievement in any branch of production
serves to educate all those working in the same field in similar enterprises.
ationahzation proposals for production and the experiences of model workers when
written up as newspaper stories, serve as subjects for national study. For instance
the press gave wide publicity to the achievement of the now famous machine worker
Lhao Kuo-ya, as he worked to improve machine-making methods. When ne first
reduced the time for making a cone pulley from 16 hours-till then the usual time
in the best ma chi ne-ma king factories in China-to 2 hours 20 minutes, a countrywide
emulation movement was set off, with the press playing an important part in
stimulating and developing the movement. And as he further reduced the time for
his operation, the whole country was kept informed step by step.*®
The second decision of the Administration-to put the editor of each newspaper in a
position of central control-also follows an important practice in the Soviet Union, where the Party
controls the appointment and confirmation of all editors of almost all newspapers. The editors
1dminfrr rf Vtrnment newspapers are- of course- appointed by the Party and the Press
Admin stration (Such newspapers are also the biggest and most influential ones in the various
areas.) It is obvious that this practice greatly facilitates the control of the Party and government
over the newspapers. By planting reliable persons as editors, the Party and government can
resolve who,
otherwise be a ™st difflcul, II ,el insuperable pin, of eenso“hi “ is
5 flt0r 7h0 reads the Proofs of articles before they appear in the newspaper to verify Îheir
ideological content and to make such changes as are necessary to bring them into conformity
wrih the resolutions and directives of ihe Party and .he goveJeni in so <0^^111,
regime also declares that it enjoys the real kind of freedom of press which is legally guaranteed. «
In order to guarantee the political reliability of Communist editors and to systematize the
raining and retraining of journalists, the Press Administration operates the Peking Journalism
School and directs several other professional journalism schools or academies which are
maintained in other cities by provincial or local authorities. It also cooperates with the Party’s
Department of Propaganda in training editors either on the job or in special short courses. In
several places, the Party s Department of Propaganda rather than the Press Administration takes
C afge OÍ ‘b® trainu,ß program of joixnalists. For instance, the Department of Propaganda of the
56.
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arguments. 1 herefore, we will not merely deal with vague reasons or arguments
or simply present isolated facts that are not well organized.“
Fiiis movement is also regarded as a means of training journalists for the Communist press. Above
all, the worker and peasant correspondents are supposed to serve as the eyes and ears of the
press in every area of the nation’s life. It is also this latter aspect of their work which integrates
the correspondents with the institution of self-criticism which is another important task imposed
upon newspapers by the Party and government.
Parallel to the movement of establishing “correspondent networks” is the system of
“newspaper-reading groups,” which the Press Administration assigns as one of the “major
political tasks” of all newspapers in the country. In these groups, the news is read aloud and
discussed. Today, in factories and in villages, this reading of newspapers has become a major
’cultural” and “educational” activity. It is also one of the most popular forms of propaganda
used by the “propagandists.”
According to the reports of propagandists published in the propaganda handbooks or
newspapers there are throe major reasons why newspaper reading is considered an effective method
of propaganda. Firstly, most if not all of the peasants and factory workers are illiterates and cannot
read newspapers themselves. Secondly, by reading newspapers to the masses at regular periods, the
cadres and propagandists themselves are informed of cuirent affairs and important decisions of
the Party and government. Thirdly, newspapers supply the propagandists with up-to-date information
or their oral agitation, because with the information in newspapers as a basis, the people and
propagandists can have something substantial to discuss.
In reading newspapers to people, cadres and propagandists generally select the items that
are either of interest to the listeners or of great importance, such as major policies of the
government For instance, workers in a shoe-making factory are probably interested in knowing how
workers m another shoe-making factory increase their production by some new methods.
The intensive practice of self-criticism by the Chinese Communists is obviously another
technique which they have learned from their Soviet “big brothers.” In the Soviet Union this is
known as sanokritika, which is translated as self- or auto-criticism. In Communist China this
public criticism has been formalized and elaborated into a major social institution, and a detailed
discussion of it would have to be several times the length of the present study. It should suffice to
point out here that the assignment of responsibility for self-criticism to the press is a very
significant fact. In 1950, the Central Committee of the Party even issued a special directive
specifying principles and methods of developing self-criticism in the press. The press is thus
expected to serve as an important force in social control, to expose inadequacies or mistakes on
the part of the Party and government and of persons who are lax in their duties and responsibilities,
ince the practice of self-criticism is supposed to work from top to bottom and from bottom to top,
it is but natural that the press ideally fits the role as a transmission belt between the Party and
government on the one hand and the masses of the people on the other.
In carrying out self-criticism in the press, editors of newspapers work very closely with
government officials who are charged with press affairs. These officials are supposed “to help
newspapers and publications to distinguish constructive from malicious or destructive criticisms
These o ficiais usually belong to the Party and government agencies at provincial and local levels’
nevertheless, they are also under the supervision and guidance of the Press Administration
Therefore the control of newspapers by the Press Administration is complete, from its central
body in Peking to the lowest levels.

^JLoc. eit»
63
"Directive from the Shanghai People’s Municipal Governme
papera, Ta Kung Pao (Shanghai), May 16, 1950.
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on Development of Self-Criticism in News*

2. Management of New China Newa Agency
In the hands of the Press Administration, this state-owned news agency is a powerful
weapon for shaping public opinion in Communist China. With the possible exception of a few
stlTes alrlicll3 6
d by t6 TrtÍnB Staff °f indiVidual neWSPaPersall news
Agency d
aPPearinß 10
Communist press today come from the New China News
Bf°re ltS, roe?rganiLZati0n in 1950’ this *mcy had its head office, 12 branches, 57
sub-branches, and 8 branches abroad, which were directly controlled by the head office. Most
Furthermore aîrb
many l0CaI resPons^ilities other than news releases,
urthermore, all branches and sub-branches had autonomy in their editorial policies. Realizinn
that this was a situation made possible by the war and other difficult conditions the Press ’
Administrât on in 1950 reorganized the agency and ruled that all branches and s^blnches
should be placed under the centralized control of the head office at Peking and that they were no*
to make any local release to newspapers.«« This means that the branches and sul^branches only
g h' r information and report it to the Peking office, which screens and edits all the news
scones and then sends them to the branches and sub-branches again for publication.
0 ay' lhere are only S1X branches of the news agency existing in the six main adminisNorthweTchAn"!1 Ch,in\North China’ East China>
China, Southwest China, and
orthwest China. All branches formerly belonging to different armies are now responsible to the

lô ttaîhwnF 7/p

"e aKaS- Tl'e ^

““ to .he branch belonging

Inch ul
t
re
re,,Ple S Libe,a,i0" Army "hi<:h s,i11 -"to"5 i” the status „fa
broach. Under these branchas, there are now 46 sntebranches throughout the nation. Thete ate
also three overseas branches.
Reorganization of the New China News Agency is an important step taken by the Press
dmmistration t0 Create 9 “Tass'1i|te” agency in China. With the branches and sub-branches
serving only as reporters whose stories must go through the Peking office, the Press Administration
is assured of the kind of information which will appear in all Chinese newspapers. This arrange¬
ment also eliminates any mistake or deviation on the part of branch offices. It is true, of course
that this practice involves delay, and makes it difficult for newspapers to exploit news stories '
which have a fixed time value. However, in the Communist concept of news, timeliness is a
matter of little importance. The Party wants newspapers to get only "correct” information as it
sees fit. For instance, speeches made by Mao Tse-tung in 1927 and the early'thirties still
occupy the front pages of many newspapers in China.
Nevertheless, the New China News Agency is not without its difficulties in the field of
thant the
manaßement- ,n a Ietter to «11 branches and sub-branches, the Peking office admits
at the news s ones and articles it receives from the branches are not all useful for nationwide
tTiiCaaregood oynlvTorh^ ^ ^
^ ^
^
'eIeaSe and the other
do no. "toto
Cd that
C'rJe
“T/“
in ,he
sub-branches
quite lo
understand
the main function
and duty ofpe0ple
the New
China News Aeencv
is to
engage tn propaganda to the whole nation,”“ and that they consequently fail
v,‘c the,r s,„„es
explicitly statesThaMocal11 '* eiieCt‘Vely USK| by al1 '»«'«papere in the country. The letter
explicitly states that local news agencies are required only to investieate and stud« th* lifand conditions of the people in thei, own tew.tnry .„d
le
.„SL'tonttolible .Í'

.
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tote 0áta.'1thPaPerS
lhr0bB,h0U'of!T
'"“0nLOCal P'0paeanda ^ >«'>“>¡00,
according
the letter,
are the responsibility
local
newspapers.
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3. Supervision oí Broadcasting Stations
Under the Press Administration, the broadcasting system is assuming an increasingly
important role in the life of the Chinese people. It is considered by the government as a powerful
propaganda weapon because it minimizes the handicaps of illiteracy, poor communications, and
insufficient press activities.
. ..At the Pfesent time the Press Administration controls, through its Broadcasting Bureau,
power employed ^1'

, r

^ short-wave transmitters. The combined

m^t^ s,7« cf- “ :11 -1

-1

East
T ;e°P,e s Government at Peking, 10 ,n North China, 15 in the Northeast, 15 in
t China, 7 in Central-South China, 5 in the Southwest and 5 in the Northwest.”

?7
■ nc!ddltí0n t0 the3e state‘owned stations, there are now 32 privately-run stations, of which
22 are in Shanghai and the remainder in other big cities. It should be noted, however, that the

cTnceTnTd

^ far SUPerÍOr t0 the Privately-run s‘^ions, so far as transmitting power is

Hie Central People's Broadcasting Station, in its national programs, gives great
importance to national news and information bulletins, social education, and cultural and
recreational activities. It operates Radio Peking, which offers daily foreign language programs
of news and commentary. Since April 10, 1950, Radio Peking has offered programs fn Korean
Japanese, Indonesian, Viet-Namese, English, Siamese and Burmese, as well as such Chinese
lalects as Amoy, Ke Cha, Cantonese, and Chao Chou, and the Mongolian and Tibetan
languages.47 (See Appendix I.)
The other publicly-run stations are operated by governments of administrative areas
UonVaíproVarms.aÍOr

parUculat Strcss “P™ ^ia! educa-

. . in
etiort t0 build UP close relations between the stations and the public the Press
Administration instructs all stations to recruit “activists," individually and^n erouos to pív*
speeches, accounts of experiences or amateur neríormunrv>c ti cl
, .
^ P ’
ßlve
„ r . t
, P lcnces, or amateur Penormances. The Shanghai People’s Broadcast im»

IT ,Z
T'
■ in a half‘year’S time’
‘.‘»O P«aonS as its LespZeatf
and invited more than 15,000 persons to take part in its programs.”
of BroadcastrtißTsrt^eshrtir T
.

.
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Í"POr,an' laSkS °f ,he Pre8s ''‘‘■"¡"¡«'alion's Bureau

establlsh 3 radl<>receiving network throughout the whole nation This

rojee was started in April 1950, when the Press Administration issued the “Dehshns Reßardinp
he Establishment of Radio-Receiving Networks." Already thousands of radio monitors have been
these an •♦m0re arC beife frained by büth Party and government organizations. The main duty of
these monitors is to mobilize listeners in factories, villages, schools, institutions or even
. reels. It is their job to pick up the daily news, comments, and central and local government
“ a"d
'«»>
6;„uPS in .‘he (:;d ‘rirrr
h TT' ,mme0graphed sheets’ blackboard newspapers, wall newspapers, or group meetings
m which the monitors make thert reports. This movement is now i„ full swing. Take he SL
network
the Southwest, for instance. This is an area where commuuicatioL an/o^'
”g
es ok poor and the rate of illiteiacy is comparatively high. According to an official release
in the free provinces in this area, there are 259 receiving stations (not including the stations in ’
Chengtu and hweiyang, Iwo big cities in the anta). Many of these stations have very adequate
adifés for the transmission of messages, fn the district of North-Ssechuan alone^there are 40
66
67 y
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such stations, of which 12 publish mimeographed newspapers and 23 operate blackboard news¬
papers. It is estimated that there is in this area a daily audience of more than 1,200,000 persons
who are mobilized by these monitors.*"
’ '
- 4 o °n Sept®mber 12' 19S1’ the "Decisions Regarding the Establishment of Radio Broadcasting
and Receiving Networks 0 in all Factories, Mines and Enterprises in the Country,” were
promulgated by the Press Administration and the All-China Federation of Labor. The decisions
were published in the September 13, 1951 issue of the Peking Jen Afin Jih Pao. The major points
are as tollows:
(1) In ail publicly-run factories, mines, and enterprises where there are 300 or more workers
or staff members and where no wired speakers have been set up, the labor unions in the unit should
cooperate with related administrative units to plan for the setting up of such a system. In those
units where raaio equipment is available (such as loud-speakers, radio, etc.), effort should be made
tor turther development to make the full use of the service.
(2) In the dormitories in all factories, mines, and enteip rises, the administrative staff
members, union officers, and representatives of workers’ families should work together to organize
radio-receiving groups so that all workers and their families can constantly receive political and
cultural education. If conditions permit, wired speakers must be provided.
(3) In those organizations where wired speakers are available, the main tasks are as followsto organize various kinds of programs in harmony with the production, learning, and culturalrecreational activities of the organization; to complete the especially assigned tasks of the higher
a mimstrative authorities; and to relay programs concerning working people from the People’s
Broadcasting Station.
^
rpn . (4}..A11 radlt>reCeivin8 Set'uPs in Stories, mines, and enterprises must make periodic
p
on their present situations (such as the organizational structure of wired broadcasts and

^rÍ0,"S’ r?rTibl0P!rSOn”el'
si2e °f O“11“"«. etc.), and plans to
., .
Federation of Labor, Radio Broadcasting Bureau of the Press Administration, and
the local People's Broadcasting Station.
’
(5) All labor unions in factories, mines, and enterprises must consider radio-receiving
and broadcasting as the major task of the departments handling cultural and educational affairs
I hey should constantly direct such activities and make full use of broadcasts to push forward
e programs of production, to organize current affairs study groups, and to develop all political
educational, and cultural activities.
ponncai,

(V AU local People’s Broadcasting Stations should pay heed to the broadcasting works
of the working masses and offer assistance or suggestions whenever possible. They should also
^ dei": int;' irine p'ople and

,hcir p,oe,ams to raee',he

4. Importent Personnel in the Press Admimstrati on
The importance of the Press Administration as a propaganda-controlling agency is evidenced
y the fee, tat i, is headed by a vety ¡„Huential Coceáis,. Directo, He Chiao-mo is a m,
th Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and also deputy director of the Party’s
69
Jen Min Jih Pao (Peking), September 12, 1951.
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Department of Propaganda. He is concurrently secretary-general of the Committee of Culture and
Education of the People’s Government. He is the former director of the New China News Agency
and also director of the Peking Jen Min Jih Pao (People’s Daily), which is regarded as the
Pravda of China. Besides holding all these important positions, Hu is also influential in many of
the so-called “mass organizations,” through which the weight of the Party is felt upon the broad
masses of the Chinese people. For instance, he is chairman of the All-China Federation of
Journalists, a member of the Executive Committee of the China New Democratic Youth Corps, a
member of the National Committee of the All-China Federation of Democratic Youth, a member of
the Executive Council of the Sino-Soviet Friendship Association, and a member of the National
Committee of the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association.
A graduate of the Tsing Hua University, Hu was very active in literary circles when he
was a young writer. His early contribution to the Party was mainly in the ideological training of
youth. He was at one time dean of studies in the Mao Tse-tung Young Cadres School and also
editor of the China Youth, now the official organ of the New Democratic Youth Corps. He also
served for some time as Mao Tse-tung’s political secretary, and it is said that he still writes
the most important editorials for the New China News Agency.
Hu is assisted by another well-known Communist journalist, Fan Chang-ehiang, who is
the vice-director of the Press Administration. Fan was formerly director of the Shanghai Chieh
Fang Jih Pao (L iberation Daily or Emancipation Daily), which is perhaps the most important
Party paper besides the Jen Min Jih Pm. He is also dean of the Peking Journalism School of
the Administration. Like Hu Chiao-mo, Fan holds important positions in many of the mass
organizations. A native of Szechuan, he studied in the National Peking University and became
a journalist in his college days. He later joined the staff of the Ta Rung Pao, the most
influential Chinese newspaper before the Communists took over the mainlaftd, and became known
by his reports on his trip to the border region in Northwest China.
The present director of the New China News Agency, Chen Ko-han, is a former deputy
director of the Party’s Department of Propaganda. He was assistant director and chief editor of
the agency before he was offered the directorship.
The responsibility for foreign propaganda is in the hands of Chiao Kuan-hua, who served
as adviser to the Chinese Communist delegation to the United Nations at Lake Success late in
1950. He directs the China Information Service, which handles propaganda for consumption
abroad. He is also editor of People’s China, the most authoritative English-language magazine
published in Peking. Bom in Kiangsu and graduated from the Tsing Hua University, Chiao
studied for some years in Germany. He returned to China after the Sino-Japanese War broke out in
i937 and joined the Main Hua Jih Pao (New China Daily), the official organ of the Chinese
Communist Party then published in Chungking, the wartime capital of the Nationalist Government,
Later he went to Hong Kong to direct the branch of the New China News Agency there and
engaged in international propaganda work.
Chiao's deputy in the Press Administration is a man who is familiar with the United
, ‘eS,,rH(f ^iu 'rsenß-ch’L «ho was chief of the translation department of the China Division
oí the U.S. Office of War Information in Chungking during World War II. He visited America
shortly after the war ended.
It can be readily seen that there is a very close relationship between the Party’s Department
of Propaganda and the Press Administration of the government, and most of these important
Administration officials are not only politically reliable but also professionally capable, since
they are almost all well-known journalists of long standing.

5. Major Newspapers in Communist China
A discussion of the press control in Communist China would indeed be incomplete without
reterence to the major newspapers in the country. At present the most important newspapers in
Communist China are the Party newspapers, which are under the control of the Commission on
40
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Party Press of the Party's Central Committee. There are also mouthpieces of such special oraans
as the labor unions, New Democratic Youth Corps, and other so-called mass organizations.
.
, ™e PaI*y newspapers deserve special attention here because they form the major channels
ft rough which the Party transmits its daily messages to the people. These papem, to borrow a
Communist expression, "contribute to widening the ideological, political, cultural and educational
horizon of the masses.” They provide the masses with not only the “correct” inteipretation of
Marxism-Leninism and Mao’s thought but also “facilitate their study of curent affaiis, politics
and economics, their problems of today and their hopes of tomorrow.”
F irst 011 th:e list of the important Party newspapers is the Peking Jen Min /A Paa,
which is the official organ of the Party’s Central Committee. This four-page daily (sometimes six,
or eight pages) is especially important for its editorials, which speak on behalf of the Party on
major issues. Whenever the Party or government initiates a movement or campaign, the Jen Min
Jth Pao is generally the first paper to elucidate the significance of" the issue from the MarxistLeninist viewpoint and to map out plans to push forward the movement It is also this paper which
constantly keeps alert on the development of the movement and points out its accomplishments
and weaknesses. Editorials in this paper are frequently reprinted to other papers in the country
Another important column in this paper is the “Life in the Party,” which deals will, the irnrmmt
issues taken up by the Party and comments on members of the Party. Whenever m call to. actio*
is made in this paper, it is immediately echoed by papers all over the country. The authority of
this paper is evidenced by the fact that it is supposed" to "be read by 11101111,111618 of all Party organs
in different areas and officials in the government. The Department of Propagandi# of the Party's
East China Bureau even issued an official directive to all propaganda departments in the area that
the Jen Min Jih Pao should be circulated and read in all Party organs and government administra¬
tions in East China.71
,,

NeXt 7 í^184 °f imPortan‘ Party newspaper are the ones put out by the bureaus, and
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. T? S Ce0b;aI Commi'tee “ speciai ^»inistretive districts. Managed by the
arty s Department of Propaganda m the same area, these papers, in turn, serve as “examples”
or other Party newspapers published by lower Party organs. The important ones are: Chieh Fang
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Dairen); Fukien Jth Pao (Fakten Daily, Foochow); and Tientsin Jih Pao (Tientsin Dativ
Tientsin).
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In addition to these important Party dailies, there are other dailies for special mouds of
areasinStan^;.the NeW democratic Youth Corps has its own official organs in various
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It was originally planned by the dep.rta.eat that
17,320 copies of the Jan Mm J,h Pao «ere to be circulated, «hich is less than 37 per cent of
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tlie expected figure. The Cominfom, journal For a Lasting Peace For a People's Democracy is
even less popular than the Jen Min Jih Pao. The expected figure of circulado« of the oS

T,

3mbe
reÍnwords, Wa,S
at 17'845i
2'864plan
COpieS
circulated
1«
Uecember ml
1951. In other
only 16 per
cent of bUt
the °nly
original
was Were
achieved
it
pointed out in the directive that subscription to the Jen Min Jih Pao was decreased in 1951 and
tha newspaper boys were reluctant to sell newspapers published in other cities Thl d rective

r;rr;; “ ;n 0 cottpfactory in shan8hai as havin«

he “nevir hLd

J n ll/rn J,h Pao In many Party organs in hsien and ch’u (subdivision of a county) Jen Afin lib
Pao was sometimes read by clerks, because the responsible cadres said that they had ño dmÍ
to read newspapers. Alarmed by such happenings, the Party's DeDartment nf P
.
Chin, considered this ns -.he rendency of negle^fl p”m cs oÕ the
° pT*
ñ “n™
and that such an
*•
k ^ung ponucs on the part of Party members”
mat such an unhealthy situation must be immediately corrected. 'm
1 hat the Party newspapers could be very monotonous to the average Chinese readers
for ToTcñm
H theyfpl0y the teChniCal langUaEe of taism-Leninism which is not easy
non-Communists to read. Furthermore, government decisions, lectures on Marxism-Leninism
It is not"

T St0neS ab°Ut m0del WOrlierS and heroes fom th^ major content of a newspaper

delivered
^
^ " l0nßofSPeeCh
^ Ma° readers
vereo as
as eTr
early as 1925 or 1931. Probably realising the
indifference
the newspaper
Üie I arty during the last few months of 1951 frequently charged that many newspapers "fñiÍÍ
Centra/^ neWSpapers* ” The Party’s Department of Propaganda in the
Central-South Area even issued a special directive on the “strengthening of propaganda of
1 arxlsm-Demnism and Mao’s Thought in newspapers."”
p.j

, ehere.are' 0f f011'86' SOme non*Party
non-government papers published in Communist
na today. Among them, there are the Ta Rung Pao and Hsin Min Pao, both in Shanghai
But they follow strictly the “Party line” just as do all Party newspapers.
'
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CHAPTER IV

MINISTRY OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
Early in 1942, when the Chinese Communist Party was still a small minority group at Yenan,
Mao Tse-tung said:
The literature and art of the proletariat are part of the revolutionary program of
the proletariat. As Lenin pointed out, they are ‘a screw in the machine.’ ... Although
literature and art are subordinate to politics, they in turn exert a tremendous
influence upon politics.,.. They are like the aforementioned screws. They may be
of greater or lesser importance, of primary and secondary value when compared
with other parts of the machine; but they are nevertheless indispensable to the
machine; they are indispensable parts of the revolutionary movement. If we had
no literature and art, even of the most general kind, we should not be able to
carry on the revolution or to achieve victory. It would be a mistake not to
recognize this fact.”
Echoed Lu Ting-yi, the Party’s propaganda chief, in 1950: “Literature and art have always
occupied an extremely important position in die revolutionary work of the Chinese people. The
Chinese people consider art and literature as a major weapon for use in ideological education and
struggle.“75
1 hese two questions emphasizing the important role of literature and art in Communist
society serve to explain the importance that the Communists attach to the establishment of a
special agency of the government to give “constant direction and correct guidance” to ail literary
and art activities in the country. Today this agency is the Ministry of Cultural Affairs of the
Central People’s Government. Headed by Shen Yen-ping, a famous novelist who is better known by
his pen-name, Mao Tun, the Ministry has a vast variety of responsibilities including such duties as
the preservation of ancient cultural matters and the popularization of science. However, it is
chiefly concerned with popular literature and art such as movies, opera, drama, songs, novels,
comic literature, and various kinds of literature and art that are in popular form or have popular
appeal. The most important bureaus or agencies under the Ministry are: the Bureau of Art, headed
by Vice-Minister of Cultural Affairs Chou Yang, a literary critic and loyal Communist of long
standing, the Bureau of Cinematographic Art; the Bureau of Drama Reformation; the Bureau of
Public Cultural Relations; and several others. The Ministry also has direct control and supervision
of the Central Drama College, Central Music Conservatory, and the Central Art College, all headed
by prominent figures.
Without a careful investigation one might think that the Ministry of Cultural Affairs is a
comparatively unimportant propaganda organ because its activities are not widely publicized and
its influences can be detected mostly in the background. To many, it may even seem that the
All-China Federation of Writers and Artists has the real leadership in the field of literature and
art, because its activities are widespread among the people and many important nationwide
literary, art, or even educational movements are under its sponsorship or direction. However,
74
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it would be a mistake to believe that the federation is by any means an independent organization
or an institution more powerful than the Ministry of Cultural Affairs.
It is not hard to understand why the Ministry of Cultural Affairs leaves most of its
^is actuaiiï * "fro”'”im
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unük«
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At the first All-China Conference of Writers and Artists in July 1949, the policy for the
literary and art movement was discussed and decided upon, in the same direction as pointed out
by Mao Tse-tung in his address to the Venan Literary Meeting on May 2, 1942. The guiding
principle is that literature and art should serve the interests of the workers, peasants, and
soldiers. Mao explicitly emphasized that "our literature and art... are intended primarily for the
workers, peasants and soldiers, and only secondarily for the petty bourgeoisie,"” and that,
therefore, "we must propagandize only the ideology of workers, peasants and soldiers.”” About
the content of literature and art, Mao said:
All culture and all present-day literature and art belong to a certain class,
to a certain party or to a certain party line. There is no such thing as art for
art’s sake, or liferature and art that lie above class distinction or above
partisan interesta There is no such thing as literature and art running
parallel to politics or being independent of politics.*8
We demand unity between politics and art; we demand harmony between
content and form — the perfect blending of revolutionary political content
with the highest possible level of artistic form....11

1. fîureau of Cinematographic Art
As pointed out previously, the motion picture is the only major mass medium formally
under the control of ihe Ministry of Cultural Affairs. The Ministry’s Bureau of Cinematographic
Art supervises all film industries in the Northeast, Peking, and Shanghai as well as the 55
mobile documentary film units, and is responsible for the distribution of all films throughout
the country. All film workers, including stars, directors, script writers, photographers, and many
others, work under its leadership. Private film companies which the government claims to have
encouraged and helped also receive directions from the bureau.**
The bureau has nationalized all the studios formerly controlled by the Nationalist
Government and has reorganized their technical facilities in the three main state studios of
Changchun (in the Northeast), Peking, and Shanghai. In reorganizing these studios, the bureau
retained most of the experienced film workers and added in many fields of art a large number
of veteran cadres who had served during "the liberation war” in various organizations and
armies. The bureau reasons that the majority of the former experienced film workers, mostly
from the middle classes, have never lived among workers, peasants, and the People's
Liberation Army, and therefore have had relatively little opportunity to get to know the everyday
life of the masses, which the government has chosen as the main subject matter. By planting
veteran cadres in the film industry the bureau claims to have brought to film-making "a rich
fund of revolutionary experience and knowledge of the people.” It is these cadres who also
organize political study groups in the studios and educate the former film workers who are
considered "politically immature.”
In a restatement of Mao’s art and literary policy in the above-mentioned Yenan Conference
in 1942, the bureau has decreed that the film industry must "concentrate all its energies on
producing films of significance to all the masses of the people, dealing with their life, thoughts,
and age-long strivings, with the insight of a developed revolutionary artistic vision.”** In other
78
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words, the film is expected to demonstrate the unique character of life under the new
‘people’s
democracy and its superiority over the “feudalistic” or capitalistic system.
A brief review of the most important pictures released by the major studios reveals that

r

7°i

^ bU,eaU is ^

y,0i
I" a» article o» Co™ Jst Z‘
published in the Engl.sh-lauguoge People's China, almost all the major films mentioned in the
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ChT.
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”a*S 7/1131
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,
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,. . |.
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“
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which can be used as its village theater (sometimes located in a temple or an ancestral shrine,
or on the local fair grounds), where performances are given by local talent or by traveling drama
troupes. It is estimated that there are no less then 350,000 professional performers of nearly 90
different forms of theatrical art in various parts of China.*” As a well-established form of
traditional art, drama is manipulated by the Chinese Communists as a very powerful means of
political propaganda.
In charge of this type of propaganda is the Bureau of Drama Reformation of the Ministry
of Cultural Affairs. This is the organization which decides the reform of content and form of
dramatic works, taking into consideration the thought of artists as well as theatrical practices.
It is also the sole authorized agency of the government for determining what plays are to be
banned; a government directive specifies that no local authority should ban a play from performance
without approval from this bureau. Headed by Tien Han, a veteran playwright, this bureau directs
all theatrical activities in China through its local branches and the local chapters of the All-China
Association of Dramatic Workers of the All-China Federation of Writers and Artists, which exist
in almost all cities in China.
The Ministry of Cultural Affairs has also organized a 43-member Central Committee on
Reformation of Drama and Opera, which is charged with two main tasks: (a) to approve plays or
scripts or revised copies submitted by the Bureau of Drama Reformation, and (b) to make
recommendations to the Ministry with regard to plans, policies, and related questions affecting
the “reformation of the drama and opera.”*01 Headed by Vice-Minister Chou Yang, this committee
is composed of famous professional artists of various kinds of theatrical art such as Mei Lan-fang
and Chou Hsin-fang, playwrights, government officials, and many others. Most of the revised plays
now performed in China are published under the name of this committee. There is little doubt that
the bureau has almost absolute authority in the revision of plays, but by letting the committee have
the nominal authority the Communist regime can shift the blame of censorship from a government
agency to a seemingly independent institution composed largely of “liberal” artists rather than
Party members or government officials.
The major tasks of the bureau can be discussed under the following headings: (a) reform
of the artists, and (b) reform of plays.
Reform of the Artists. The first step in drama reformation carried out by the government is
a drastic change of attitude toward personnel of the stage. In the Manchu dynasty and even under
the Nationalist regime, theater workers stood very low in the social scale along with prostitutes.
Lven famous actors like Mei Lan-fang, who was awarded a doctorate in the United States, were
not respected, though they were very well liked. Under the Communist regime the actors and
actresses are accorded the same respect as writers, scientists, painters, or any other kind of
intellectual workers. Said Peng Chen, mayor of Peking, to a group of cultural cadres:
Actors and actresses are also part of our laboring people. We must
sympathize with them, respect their personality and social standing and
pay attention to their living. In the reform of drama, their cooperation must
be solicited. We should carry out the movement through their initiative and
guide them in reform. This is what we mean by mass line. Only in this way
can we do a good job in drama reform.10*
To show that the government respects theater workers, four leading artists of the old-style
opera, including Mei Lan-fang and Chou Hsin-fang, were elected members of the People’s
Political Consultative Conference and participated in the organization of the government.

1951, p! n.YU' The Reform of the CIassical Chine8e Theater,” People’s China, Vol. Ill, No. 1, January 1,
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Hsin Hua Yùeh Pao, Vol. IV, No. 5, September 1951, p. 1191.
102/6/d., Vol. I, No. 5, March 1950, pp, 1283-4.

However, the government is careful to see that all personnel of the stage follow the Party
line without deviation. With the aid of local branches of the All-China Federation of Artists and
Writers, the Ministry organizes special study courses for the theater workers. Besides, there are
cultural cadres in virtually every theatrical group to direct political studies. A government
official describes the process of thç political re-education of theater workers as follows:
a

They became better acquainted with the political literature and with the
place of art in society. They were helped to realize their own position and
role in the new society, their new rights and responsibilities. The theater in
China has always played a didactic role, frankly realizing that ‘art is
propaganda.’ Now the actors understand this in the modem Marxist sense.
As ‘engineers of the human soul,’ they realize that their entertainment
should inspire the people with the ideals of progressive mankind, with
faith in the revolutionary cause, and in the creative genius of the people;
that it should move forward in step with the progressive social forces and at
the same time preserve the best of the cultural heritage of the past.101

4

Reform of Plays. The Ministry of Cultural Affairs establishes the general principle that
no play should be banned unless it is of a “hopelessly reactionary nature,” but that wherever
revision is necessary it should be carefully undertaken.
In a six-point directive concerning drama reformation issued by the Central People’s
Government under the name of Premier Chou En-lai, it is stated:
Drama and opera should consider it their first and most important task to
inflame the spirit of new patriotism and to stimulate the heroism of the people
in revolutionary struggle and productive labor. To be encouraged and
developed are plays that are anti-aggression or anti-oppression, plays that
propagate love of fatherland, freedom and labor, and plays that glorify the
righteousness and kind character of the Chinese people. On the contrary,
to be banned are plays that laud the idea of feudalistic morality of
slavery and behavior of barbarism, terrorism or sexual obscenity, and
plays that vulgarize or insult laboring people.10’

■
ï
,

In reforming the plays, the government is careful to preserve as far as possible the original
style, and only to add desirable elements or cut out passages or scenes that are “harmful to the
people.” For instance, in the Fisherman's Reverse (Ta Yu Sha Chia), the old fisherman’s hatred
for the landlord was previously relegated to the background by the comic character of the landlord’s
bodyguard. The fisherman’s killing of the landlord, which the Communists consider to be the
proper climax, was usually left out of the performances. The Communist version of the play
especially emphasizes this act. In the famous Lady Precious Stream (Wang Pao-chuan), the usual
emphasis was on the patient 18-year-Ion g waiting of a faithful wife. In the Co mm un ist-revi sed
version, the moral censure is directed against the “profligate husband who deserts his wife.”
Many of the characters who used to be considered as bandits or rascals, such as Li Tzu-eh’eng
in the Assassination of the Tiger General and many figures in AU Within the Four Seas Are
L rot hers, are now respected as “heroic rebels against corrupt autocracy.”
Of all classical old-style operas, the Peking Opera (Ching Chu) is the best known and
most popular kind. This is where most of the revision work is done. However, the government is
equally preoccupied with local dramas, comic dialogues, folk songs, “big drums” or “hand
drums,” or any kind of theatrical art of local origin. As specified by an official directive:

103P. C. Yu, op. cli., p. 13.
„ , Government Administration Council, ‘‘Directives Concerning.Tasks of Drama Reform," Hein Hm Yüeh Pao,
Vol. IV, No. 2, June 1951, p. 447.
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on philosophy and policy with respect to art, there is some ground for concluding that this bureau
acts as the highest art critic, outlining general principles for painters, sculptors, photographers,
and other artists to follow, and deciding what types of art or what ideas in art are to be followed
or discarded.
For the Red masters, popular art is an indispensable tool of propaganda. The following
paragraph from an article in People’s China testifies to the great extent of the use of art in the
Communist society:
Today, wherever you go in China, you will see on the walls of city buildings,
villages, and factories, thousands of colorful cartoons that attract the eyes of
the millions. Now cartoon exhibitions and displays of photographers, drawings
and paintings have been held in more than ten big cities. Many famous artists
are giving lectures to workers’ clubs and schools on how to draw cartoons and
posters. In Tientsin, 15,000 posters drawn by professionals and amateurs have
already appeared on the streets, in addition to printed sheets. In Antung, artists
are printing their lithograph posters on a hand press in a studio ruined by an
American bomb. There is not a wall newspaper in the country that does not have
a picture comment on these historic events.
The central theme of this graphic art is hatred of American imperialism,
the exposure of its essential weakness, desperation, and bestiality and the
expression of confidence in the might of the people’s cause.109
In appraising the effectiveness of graphic art as a tool of propaganda, one has to take into
consideration the fact that many, if not most, of the peasants and workers are illiterate, and
therefore to use a picture is a much better approach than to use words.
The Bureau of Art, in addition to its decisions on art policies, puts out large quantities
of lithographed posters and other graphic materials in cooperation with the Publications
Administration, the All-China Federation of Writers and Artists, and other related institutions.
Music is another field where the bureau is hard at work. It is conducting intensive
research into folk music, dramatic music, music dialogues, and the Chinese national instrumental
music. It also studies and develops dances of the various minority nationalities. Underlying
all such activities is the teaching of Mao, who says that China has a rich legacy in literature
and art and that the new national literature and art should be created out of the old forms.
Another important task of the bureau is the production and supervision of comic books,
which have become very popular for peasants and others of little education. It is admitted in the
Communist press that the government now has at its disposal a large army of artists whose special
job is to produce comic books for the masses.
4. Ö(herBureaus
Since the ancient or traditional literature and art are so highly valued by the Communists
in China, preservation of the old culture* is undoubtedly an important task of the government
Thls job is mainly in the hands of the Bureau of Preservation of Cultural Matters. For instance
the government recently has been giving much publicity to the Tung Hua cave paintings in Northwest China. This is a type of work in which the above-mentioned bureau is expected to take the
initiative.
e
A"?ther SeCtl0n °f Üxe Ministry worth mentioning here is the Bureau of Popularization of
Science. This organization appears to be an educational institution rather than a propaganda
109
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université one ot the famous universities of China.
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CHAPTER V

PUBLICATIONS ADMINISTRATION
In charge of all publications of books and journals, the Publications Administration directs and
controls all publishers, circulation agencies, printing houses, and bookstores throughout the nation. It
decides general policies in the publishing field and issues periodic or special directives or orders to all
companies or enterprises engaging in publication. Recognizing its authority, all publishing companies,
w e er state-owned or privately-run, submit periodic reports to the Administration about their existing
conditions and plans for the future.
6
That the Publications Administration is just another propaganda organ of the Party and governmen is shown by the following statement of principle released by the Administration in its “Plans for
Publications’ in 1951. It reads:
In all works of publication and circulation, the central political task should be the
development of the propaganda-education which is patriotic, internationalist anti-Imperialism and anti-aggression in nature. At present, propaganda opposing American ag¬
gression, and propaganda defending world peace should especially be intensified in
order to meet the actual need of national defense and economic construction.110
Pl1.,.

°ne °f ^ mai*

or divisions under the Publications Administration is its Bureau of
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publication of important polrtrcal and state documents, and authorized translations of the classithé
,r so-called
rTp'"'
a8aÍ" 0ne
the Party and the
People s Government.

n°“Ce th' C,°Se '’“■‘-¡"■S'»-» relationship between

The Publications Administration owns and controls a large number of publishing companies and
oo s ores, among which the Hsin Hua Book Company is the largest and most important. The Chinese
Party’^F^ubiicatkins
^
^
0Wnership of
Party s Publications Co
Commission,
this company came under WOrld,
the jurisdiction Under
of the the
Publications
Ad-the
ministration early in 1950. At that time it had 1,143 branches, 20 printing houses, and 10 journals with
nationwide circulation. It was reorganized and made the central distributing and circulating agency
n the country. Today the Hsin Hua publishing enterprises have been handed over to the cenfral and
local People s Publishing Associations (the Jen Min Ch’u Pan She), and its printing houses are under
separate management. For the year 1951, according to a government release, the Hsin Hua Book ComTere tT dell‘with ca^ ^
^ 347’900‘000 VoIumes °f books* to the PeoPlewhich 100,000,000
were to deal with campaigns for peace, resisting America and aiding Korea.*11
It should be noted thut the mein task of the Administration is not merely to accelerate ,„d intease the speed and quantity of publication. An equally important task is In attract a huge reading
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public. This is done by establishing numerous Hsin Hua branches, bookstores, and libraries all over
the country. For instance, there are 352 Hsin Hua branches and sub-branches in the 354 counties in
East China, and 197 branches in the 198 counties of the Northeast, There are also the so-called
“follow-the-Army bookstores” which are mobile shops set up in army units. Furthermore, by means of
their mailing service, the Hsin Hua Bookstore and other big bookstores are selling books in locali¬
ties where they have no agents. Books are also on sale in cooperatives in small towns and rural
districts,“*
The Shanghai branch of the Hsin Hua Bookstore even designed special cars, pedi-cabs, and
cycles as mobile bookstores. In three months, they supplied books to 150 factories, 23 schools, 15
institutions, 4 exhibitions, and 9 cadres' conferences, and helped establish 48 libraries in the city.
In the rural areas, the bookstores do their business through village cadres, winter study schools, and
even entertainment troupes. In one winter, the Northeast Hsin Hua Bookstores helped organize arid
stock 4,000 village libraries.11*
Another important unit under the Publications Administration is the Bureau of Translation, which
is charged with the responsibility for making authorized translations of the classical works of MarxismLeninism and other materials from the Soviet Union. Hu Yu-chi, director of the Publications Adminis¬
tration, reports:
A considerable part of the New China’s publications are books dealing with the
Soviet Union, translations of Russian books on the experiences in national construction
of the Soviet Union, and on the accomplishments of Soviet culture and sciences. . , ,
Important criticisms of philosophy, literature, and art that have appeared in Soviet publi¬
cations are immediately translated into Chinese and published in book form, rendering
great assistance to our cultural and educational workers. Lysenko’s treatise has ap¬
peared in many Chinese editions. His accomplishments exert a great and positive influ¬
ence on Chinese scientists. . . . In the field of literature and the arts, Soviet books enjoy
a very large Chinese reading public. Fadeyev’s Young Guaní and Simonov’s Days and
Nights and The Russian Question are among our most popular books.114
The Kuo Chi (International) Book Company, a wholesale agency set up by the Administration to
serve the Hsin Hua Bookstores as well as other publicly- or privately-operated book firms, imports and
sells foreign language books, chiefly books from the Soviet Union. It was founded on December 1, 1949,
and in a few months it made a record sale of 772,446 books and 601,252 periodicals printed in the USSR.
Its stocks came from the Soviet International Book Company, which supplies a wide variety of publica¬
tions in Chinese, Russian, English, German, and French. It also handles such newspapers and periodicals
as For a Lasting Peace For a People’s Democracy, Pravda, hvestia, New Times, and USSR In Construc¬
tion.115
Working closely in cooperation with the Ministry of Education is the Administration’s Bureau of
Editing and Examination which has, among its major responsibilities, the duty of editing and examining
school textbooks. Heading the bureau is one of the Administration’s deputy directors, Yeh Sheng-tao, a
prominent writer and former chairman of the Commission of Examination of Textbooks of the Department
of Education of the Northeast People’s Government. A review of the table of textbooks used by all ele¬
mentary and high schools in China reveals that, with the exception of some science textbooks on such
subjects as physics and chemistry, all textbooks have been rewritten or revised. Almost all these books
are distributed by the Hsin Hua Bookstores; some of the science books are published by such big private
companies as the Commercial Press, Chung Hua, and Kaiming.“*
112
Culture and Education in New China, pp. 55-61.
113
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114
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In order to facilitate the supervision and control of publications, the Administration adopts a gen*
eral policy of specialization through a division of labor among various publishing companies, In other
words, every publishing company is to engage in a specialized type of publications. For instance, the
Jen Min (People's) Publishing Company, which is composed mainly of the former staff of the Hsin Hua
Bookstores’ department of publication but includes also members of the Administration’s Bureau of
Editing and Examination, deals chiefly with the political theories, policies, and official documents of
the Party and government and with current affairs. At present it is also engaged in the publication of
popular reading materials. However, it is the plan of the Administration to develop it into a specialized
organization for political publications only.
The Commercial Press and the Chung Hua Book Company, which were the two largest private
publishing companies under the Nationalist regime, are to concentrate on publications in the fields of
natural science, engineering, agriculture, medicine, and hygiene. The San Lien (or Triple Union) Book¬
store and Kaiming Bookstore are to specialize in applied social science, culture and history, and read¬
ing materials on the high school level. The Tung Lien (or Popular Union, an abbreviated title of Union
Bookstore under Popular Books Publishing Company) and Lien Lien (or Series Union, an abbreviated
title of the Unior Bookstore of the Comic Series and Picture Publishing Company) are assigned to
publish popular reading materials. Publications for youths and children are in the hands of Ta Tung
Bookstore, Children’s Publishing House, and Tung Lien (Children’s Union) Book Company. Under the
leadership of the All-China Federation of Labor, the Workers’ Publishing House takes care of reading
materials for all factory and union workers. Especially responsible for the readings of young people is
the Youth Publishing Association under the leadership of the New Democratic Youth Corps. Publication
of all textbooks for elementary and high schools is the specialty of the People’s Educational Publishing
Association, which is an organization composed of the former Lien Ho (or Co-op) Publishing companies
in the Northeast and Shanghai. Plans are being made to have separate publishing companies handle books
on literature and art; such companies may be state-owned or under the joint management of state and pri¬
vate companies."7
To promote circulation, the Administration has helped organize a national circulation or distri¬
bution network by uniting all state and private circulation companies, including small bookstands, book
peddlers, post offices, and co-ops, under the leadership of the Hsin Hua Bookstores. Another major task
is to stimulate a nationwide "reading movement.’’ In farms, factories, armies, institutions, and schools,
especially in distant areas, "circulation stations’’ of various forms are set up in order to organize
readers and to push forward the reading movement.
Even the postmen are mobilized to increase the circulation of newspapers, magazines, and
books. According to our official source, about 2,200,000 newspapers now reach their readers in various
parts of the country through postmen who collect subscriptions and make deliveries. Reports People’s
China:
The postmen are enthusiastic about their new job and compete with each other in
obtaining new subscriptions. Subscriptions to the Peking People’s Daily have in this
way gone up by 150% during the last year, while those to the Peasant Masses, a
Chekiang provincial daily newspaper, have increased 19 times.
There is another advantage. The postmen see their subscribers every day, and can
discuss the merits of the various publications and take care of subscription renewals.
They have also, in many cases, organized newspaper-reading groups among the peasants
so that those who are illiterate can keep in touch with events. One postman in Changsha,
Hunan Province, has organized 1,250 such groups during the last year. In Shensi Province,
23,000 reading groups have been organized with a membership of 320,000.118
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Classification

Percentage

Political theories and current affairs
Philosophy, language, history, and geography
Natural and applied science
Literature
School textbooks
Popular reading materials
Children’s reading materials
Others

20.7

11.6
17.1
18.9
6.5
18.1
5.3

1.8

How representative these samples are is hard to decide. Judging from the advertisements of books
in newspapers and catalogues of bookstores, it seems that the year 1951 saw a great increase of output
in literature of popular forms and comic booklets.
To say that the number of Communist publications has been greatly increased does not necessarily
mean that the Administration does not have problems or difficulties on its hands. Director Hu Yu-chi
openly admits:
Judging from what has been achieved, our publication work still lags behind
the progress of the many other activities of the state and people. Our publishers
are still unable to meet the people’s demand for more and better books. Our
nationwide, state-operated publication enterprises have been inaugurated only
recently. They need consolidation and further development. Many of the privately
operated publication enterprises must reorganize themselves so as to be better
able to serve the people. Our public finance and national economy have not yet
recovered from the destruction wrought by protracted wars and the misrule of the
reactionaries, and in consequence the price of our books is still rather high, in
many cases beyond the purchasing power of our readers., , .121
This statement, which is full of Communist cliches, requires a careful examination for a thorough
understanding of the publication works in Communist China. There is no doubt that, in spite of its unre¬
mitting exertions in turning out a tremendous amount of publications, the Publications Administration
still has a long way to go in order to expose the broad masses of people to Communist literature. In his
report to the first National Conference on Publications on September 16, 1950, Hu Yu-chi listed five
points which he considered “unsatisfactory" in the supply of books to the masses:
(1) Publications of the people have not yet penetrated into the people. Until now,
our readers are still limited to the city bourgeoisie, intelligentsia, and middleclass cadres. Books that are suitable for workers, peasants and soldiers consti¬
tute a very small number. The suitable ones that are being published are not yet
widely circulated among these people.
(2) Most of our bookstores and publishing enterprises are concentrated in big
cities or in coastal areas. In Shanghai and Peking, there are often dozens of
bookstores in one street; but in Sinkiang, people have to walk thousands of
miles in order to purchase a book. Except in part of the 'old liberated areas,’
the supply of books in rural areas is very poor.
(3) Prices of books are too high and the common people cannot afford to buy.
(4) Libraries and public education centers have not yet been established on a
popular scale. Therefore, people who do not have the financial purchasing
power have no way of having access to books.
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(5) The relationship between circulation agencies and readers is not yet
satisfactory. In other words, much remains to be done to improve the services
to readers.1*4
Although the state-operated publishing companies share the major responsibility in publication,
they constitute a comparatively small number. This means that the Publications Administration, at
present at least, has to depend upon the private publishing companies. It is true, of course, that the
Publications Administration has the power to prevent any undesirable books or journals from being
published by private companies. It is equally true, however, that all private companies are naturally
interested in financial profits, and that they do not always fulfill their “political mission“ in publi¬
cation, One article in the Shanghai Ta Kuné Pao charges that “in Shanghai, there exists a serious
situation of ideological confusion, carelessness, and waste. “**• According to this article, many pri¬
vate publishing companies still take the purely money-making viewpoint and ignore the “political
1 'ificance
publication. They want to publish only the books that have a good market, and com¬
pete in doing so. Many of the books which the Administration considers “unsuitable“ are still availa¬
ble in the market, although they are under different titles. The article further points out that there are
many mistakes, particularly ideological mistakes, in such publications. For instance, in many comic
books published by the Hu Chiang Bookstore in Shanghai for children, the artists or writers simply fill
in the pages with a lot of political slogans and make the books look “ridiculous“ and “meaningless.“1**
The Fumy Stories of Hsu Wen-chang, which the Communists consider to be “stories of the ruling class
insulting the laboring people,“ are published by some companies as “stories of the people.“
Another problem confronting the Publications Administration is to stir up the interests among
people to accept the Communist publications. There are indications of the fact that publications are not
yet too enthusiastically received by the average Chinese people. Take the popular comic books, for instance. In an article printed in the Peking Jen Min Jib Pao, the author reports his findings of a readership
study which he conducted in more than 60 “bookstands“1*7 in two special areas in Peking and Mukden.
There are altogether 12,000 copies of books in these 60 stands. The bigger bookstands have a daily
reading public of more than 200 people; the smallest ones are visited by 40 or more people every day.
1 oungsters and children form about 80 per cent of the total reading group. The author classifies the
12,000 copies of books (about 360 kinds) into two main categories. The first category is composed of
books which deal with revolutions, wars, and model heroes. Only 10 per cent of the books in the 60
bookstands fall into this category. The second category consists of what the author calls “backward“
and “reactionary” comic books. Most of these books deal with sex, mysteries, murders, and other
stupid and ridiculous subjects,” such as the exaggerations of the power of atomic bombs, and tales
of wild fantasies such as the “flying swords,” “scientific flying clocks,” etc. However, more than 80
per cent of the books covered in this special survey are of this nature. Furthermore, the author reports
that readers are still greatly interested in such “backward and reactionary” comic books, and shy away
from the “new and progressive” ones about heroes and model workers. The author cites a few reasons
given by readers who comment on the Communist comic books. Firstly, there are not enough pictures in
the new Communist comic books. Secondly, the pictures are monotonous and have too few characters.
Thirdly, stories in new comic books are weak in climax and suspense. Fourthly, dialogues in new comic
books are often too long and difficult to understand. For instance, in the Kang T’ieh Ti Ma Ma (Mother
of Iron and Steel) words occupy half of the volume of the book.1*' In the explanatory note of this special
124 ,
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CHAPTER VI

SPECIAL ORGANIZATIONS
In addition to the Party’s Department of Propaganda and the various ministries and
administrations of the government handling educational and cultural affairs, there are many other
agencies which form an essential part of the Communist propaganda machine in China. Most of
them are generally referred to as the “mass organizations,” or “people’s organizations,” such
as the Sino-Soviet Friendship Association, the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association, the
Democratic Women’s Federation, the New Democratic Youth Corps, the All-China Federation
of Writers and Artists, Peasant Associations, and hundreds of others. Supposed to be independent
organizations, these associations or societies are actually affiliates or subsidiary organs of the
Party, which exerts strict, though not obvious, control over them. These are the principal’agencies
through which the weight of the Party makes itself felt upon the average Chinese people; they
are also the means through which the Communist Party has its widest reach.
One important function of these organizations is to serve as a link between the Party and
government on the one hand and the masses on the other. It must be remembered that the Party
has a membership of less than 6,000,000, which is slightly over 1 per cent of the total Chinese
population. Granted that all Party members and government workers are efficient and capable,
they comprise only a numerical minority in a large country like China and therefore it is hard for
them to keep close contact with the people. Through the mass organizations, however, the Party
is able to bring the largest number of people into direct organizational contact with the regime.
Today every Chinese “citizen” belongs to at least several organizations. There are the occupa¬
tional organizations such as the teachers’ union, factory labor union, milkmen’s union, merchants*
association, and many others. If a person is not employed he should belong at least to a “citizens’
group,” which is the smallest unit in society and very important. All the residents of a certain
area, or street, or block, form one group--usually from 20 to 30 families. These groups have
meetings every few days. Then there are special organizations like the Sino-Soviet Friendship
Association, which has branches and sub-branches all over the country. In the English-language
China Monthly Review of Shanghai, it is reported:
That the people are united in their determination to defend the country against
any foreign aggression is seen in the enthusiastic response to the campaign for
contributions toward airplanes and artillery and to the call to youth to join the
armed forces.
AH ‘he various people’s organizations are collecting from their members and
giving toward the defense fund for airplanes. If they have enough for one plane,
they can suggest a name for it: the name of their town, or organization, or some
special name of significance. I have noticed: ‘The Reform of Christianity’ (the
Protestant Church throughout China), ‘The Shanghai Railroad Workers,' ‘The
Anhwei Students,’ ‘The White Uniformed Soldier’ (given by nurses), etc,1”
An extremely important feature of these organizations is the principle of activism. The
Party is not primarily interested in the size of the membership of the organizations but in what

13‘Earl Willmotl, “Notes from Szechuan,” in China Monthly Review (Shanghai), December 1951, p, 306.
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si can get out or them. It is not enough for a person to join an organization; he must play an
active role in carrying out the organization’s functions and achieving its aims because,
according to the Communist reasoning, good faith has to be proved by actual deeds. For instance
members of the local branches of the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association are not supposed
just to listen to lectures or attend meetings but are also expected to contribute money to buy
airplanes and tanks, to produce more food on farms, to speed up production in factories, to
educate more peopie in the “education of patriotism,” or to engage in any work that is encouraged
and desi red by the regime.
6
It can be readily seen that these organizations serve a very useful purpose of the Party
in propaganda. Through them the Party is able to carry out its programs in the name of the
people and at the same time to impress on the world that the Chinese people voluntarily stand
behind whatever programs are prescribed by the Party. This point can be illustrated by the antiAmerican propaganda in Communist China today. Shortly after the “Chinese volunteers” entered
the Korean front, all the “democratic parties” joined the Chinese Communist Party in a declaration
on overo r 4, 1951, swearing to “give full support to the righteous demands of all the people in
China (to volunteer their service in the Korean war) and struggle for the sacred duty of resisting
America, aiding Korea, protecting the home and defending the country.”*» The “democratic
parties were: the Revolutionary Committee of the Kuomintang of China, the China Democratic
League, the Democratic National Construction Association, non-Party members of the Chinese
tiiTchina P° 1 1C0r
,;0nferenCe' the China Association for Promoting Democracy,
tite China Peasants and Workers Democratic Party, the China Chih Kung Tang, the Chiu San
ociety, the Taiwan Democratic Self-Government League, and the China New Democratic Youth
eague. This declaration was followed by hundreds and thousands of telegrams, declarations
rwn” If3 r f^T m9SS °rgaaizati0ns echoinß the same tune. In December 1950,
of Pektou
T6 V°lunteers” went to the Ko'ean front, the Jen Min Jih Pao
ot reking reported in an editorial:
The patriotic mass movement of resisting America and aiding Korea has
Oamea up in China like a conflagration.... People of all walks and
different professions, including workers, peasants, intellectuals, indus¬
trialists, merchants, women, medical circles, dramatic circles, religious
circles and those engaging in social relief work also actively participate
in the movement. Many people who usually pay no attention to politics
are also stimulated by the patriotism of anti-imperialism and join the
struggle. People of different circles not only use words to express their
patriotic enthusiasm but also support the call of the fatherland through
actions. Factory workers have already developed the production competition
of patriotism. In Mukden alone, 900,000 workers took part in this kind of
competition.... Peasants worked harder on farms and contributed their best
food products to the government, joined the public security guards, and
maintained security in society. All students in big cities eagerly studied
current affairs, organized parades and meetings, developed propaganda
activities and enlisted in the schools for military cadres....131
How much truth there is in this statement is relatively unimportant for our purpose here
^““ae i lS
typlcal of
Propaganda writings in Chinn. But it shows fairly
well how the mass organizations were used to .nob,lire “people oí nil walks and nrofessionn"
fot the Korean war in a comparatively short period. Today all anti-American propaganda
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nationwide organization has undertaken a tremendous propaganda project through many
channels to make the Chinese “lean on the Soviet Union.”
The objectives of the association, as formally written in the by-laws of the SSFA, are:
...to develop and consolidate the friendly relations between China and the Soviet
Union, to increase cultural, economic and other forms of cooperation between the two
countries, to introduce to China the Soviet Union's experiences in political, economic,
and cultural construction and accomplishments in science, and thus to strengthen the
close unity between China and the Soviet Union in their common struggle for lasting
peace in the world.115
In October 1951, the SSFA had its first national conference at Peking and it was then
decided that
...hereafter the main tasks of the SSFA shall be: to infuse the MarxistLeninist ideology and Mao’sThought into every facet of the daily life of the
masses; to use concrete examples of the Soviet Union to engage in the
ideological, educational work in internationalism and Communism among
the masses of people.1,16
Actually the main task of the SSFA is to carry on propaganda in internationalism, which,
according to the Chinese Communists, aims at eliminating the “erroneous elements of nationalism
among the average Chinese people.” Specifically, it is propaganda to woo the Chinese people to
lean one-sidedly on the Soviet Union.” This is an idea explicitly expressed by Kao Kang,
chairman of the People's Government in the Northeast,at a meeting of the representatives of the
SSFA in that region. Kao said:
In order to learn the experiences of the Soviet Union, we have to oppose narrow
nationalism and develop internationalism. Nationalism is the major content of the
ideology of the capitalist class. It is reactionary and is against the interests of
the Chinese people. In order to consolidate the victory of the people and crush
all the evil plots of the imperialists and reactionaries to damage the friendly
relationship between the Chinese and Russian people, we must thoroughly
eliminate the narrow concept of nationalism. Interests of the Chinese people and
those of the people in the Soviet Union and other countries are exactly identical,
The new patriotism of the people must at the same time be internationalism.
New patriotism is actually realization of internationalism in one country.117
The association is headed by Liu Shao-ch’i, often said to be the No. 2 or No. 3 man in
Communist China as remarked earlier, and the leader of the pro-Soviet clique in the Party. The
seven vice-chairmen are: Mme. Soong Ching-ling (widow of Dr. Sun Yat-sen), recently awarded
the international Stalin Peace Prize; Wu Yu-chang, member of the Party’s Central Committee;
Shen Chun-yu, president of the People's Supreme Court; Li Chi-sen and Chang Lan, both
vice-chairmen of the People’s Government, and Kuo Mo-jo and Huang Yen-p’ei, both vice-premiers.
The board of directors is composed of 197 members, including almost all the important Party
leaders and government officials. The executive-general of the National Committee is Chien
Chun-jui, (rice-minister of education. He is assisted by seven deputy executives and 27
executives or secretaries.
135 ^
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That the association is just another subsidiary organ of the Party is obvious when one
observes the personnel in charge of the branches and sub-branches at different levels. Take
the East China branch of the association, for instance. The chairman is Jao Shu-shih, who is
concurrently chairman of the East China Military and Political Committee, which has
jurisdiction over six provinces. One of his deputies is Hsu T’ung, director of the Department
o. t ropa ganda of the Party's East China Bureau and political commissar of the People’s
iteration Army in East China areas. Another deputy is Chen Wang-tao, chief of the Department
of Cultural Affairs in the East China Area.
,,
ar!official rePort made in 0ctobe' 1951 by Chien Chun-jui, executive-general
01 t ?e natlonal SFA» the association has at present a membership of 17,300,456. Since its
«mtenähip was reportad as 3,040,.000 in 1950, the aaaoci.Oon has appareatly accoiapliahed
a reiearkable expansión. In total, there are 1,260 branches and 44,778 aab-branches all over
Lhina*
A significant organizational feature of the SSFA is its systematic expansion from big cities
to small feien and rural areas. For instance, out of 160 teien in Northeast China, there are 151
teien where SSFA branches or sub-branches are established Of the 334 teien in North China
331 ha™SSFA branches or sub-branches. It is also reported that more peasants have “voluntarily
joined the SSFA! In such provinces as Heilungkiang, Kirin, Liaotung, Hopei, and jehol, more
toan 50 per cent of the membership is composed of peasants. In Szechuan and Hupeh, more than
70 per cent of the SSFA members are of the peasant class.1” An obvious objective of the association
in expanding its activities in rural areas is, of course, to win the friendship of the largest number
o people in China toward Russia, because peasants represent a large percentage of the Chinese
population. Another possible implication of the expansion is the realization of the Party that most
of the peasants are less educated and less “contaminated by the poisonous influences of American
imperialism than the city folks and therefore can more easily be made friendly towaid the Soviet
Union.
ccc>. Accordjnß t0 an oncial report, the general routine tasks of propaganda undertaken by the
5SFA are mainly as follows;140
Publications. In a two-year period since October 1949, the association has published 74
kinds of periodicals, in addition to the special supplements in newspapers. Thirty-seven of these
penodicaJs have a total circulation of 4,859,900 copies. In the same period, the association has
published nearly 500 kinds of booklets on learning from the Soviet Union.
The most important publication of the Association is Chung Su Yu Rao (Sino-Soviet
“;»/ a fortnightly edited by the Peking headquarters of the association
by
the copie s Company. Contributors to this monthly are well-known Chinese Communist leaders
or theoreticians, correspondents of the association in different areas and also some Soviet
cultural workers.
Films. The association has at its disposal 140 movie projection teams showing Soviet
ilms or lantern slides on Russia to the broad masses in China. It is often discussed in the
Chinese Communist literature that the film has proved to be the most effective means of
propaganda in rural areas, because the motion picture seems to be a novelty to many of the
peasants Furthermore, it overcomes the difficult problem of low literacy among peasants and
workers. It is reported that in a two-year period, 48 projection teams have given 7,466 shows to
an aggregate audience of 16,097,000. One projection team reported that in the spring of 19s 1
it gave shows to nearly 880,000 people in the areas where the Huai River Conservancy Project
3ome b;anches of the SSFA- specially those in big cities, managed their own
theaters to show Soviet films which are supplied with Chinese dialogues or written sub-titles.
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Manchuria). The foI.
We conduct different kinds of propaganda among different classes of people.
(!) Toward the factory-worker's class. Generally speaking, we can remove any
pfoblems there may be in the minds of the working people by propagandizing
o them the bright future of socialism. Our propaganda method is to use
concrete examples from which we can draw generalizations. This method is
used particularly in the factories, mines or enterprises which use Russian
machinery, have Russian experts or apply the production methods of the
ovie mon.... For instance, in a certain mine many workers were killed
in the frequent fires caused by gas in the shafts under the management of
the Japanese and later the Nationalist government After the coming of the
Russian experts and advisers, they studied the problem, went down to the
shafts themselves to establish a ventilation system and prevented fire
hazards. Seizing this special opportunity, the SSFA members began their
propaganda to the workers: «For the sake of our security and life, the
Soviet experts risk their lives to complete the ventilation system for us.
This kind of service can be done only by people who are educated by
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emotional understanding to a rational understanding of the Soviet Union....
(2) Toward the peasants. Our propaganda to the peasants is designed mainly to
give them a correct understanding of agricultural socialism. The peasants
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ln ntral areas: In the rural areas the young peasants a« playing a tremendous part in
tne great struggle that is being waged to end feudal exploitation.
Often they have greater understanding of the need to fight against the
feudal land system and of uprooting the power of the landlords -a power long
used in a most brutal way to maintain the peasants in a state of subjection.
The peasant youth are to the fore in showing the most effective ways to
organize the peasants to take part in the struggle to throw off the shackles of
feudalism. They often show more courage in dealing with the landlords who have
for so long wielded sole power in the villages....
In the course of this struggle (land reform) the peasants learn to organize into
powerful peasant associations and their class consciousness is raised...» It
(elimination of landlord class) calls for the systematic and patient work of
explanation amongst the peasants, the village women, and youths; the organization
of peasant association conferences and setting up of peasant committees and
peasant women’s associations; and the organization of widespread publicity to
make known to every peasant family the very detailed government directives for
the gradual carrying out of the division of the land.
The peasant youth in general, and the Youth League members in particular,
are very active in this step-by-step explanatory and organizational work.‘4T

In schools: ~
The China New Democratic Youth League has branches in nearly all the
secondary schools.and colleges, playing an important role in stimulating the
desue to learn. Members of the League are pledged to become model students.
The League makes use of every chance of encouraging study.,..
The students of today strive hard to deepen their understanding of MarxismLeninism and the teachings of Mao Tse-tung in order to get a correct understanding
ot current political, economic and social trends and events. No small part in this
political education is played by the gaily decorated wall newspapers that one
finds in every school. These are edited by the students' self-governing
associations or by elected groups in the various classes.... A vastly widened
prospect today stretches before China’s young people. They are eager as never
before to know more and experience more. Their eagerness to learn is reflected
by the huge audiences that are attracted to every lecture or discussion sponsored
by the New Democratic Youth League....14*
All the above statements are obviously typical propaganda writings of the Chinese
Communist Party. Whether there is much truth in the claims of these statements is of secondary
importance in this connection. Their significance lies in showing that young people take
initiative spontaneously, or are educated to take the initiative, in almost all programs
prescribed by the Party. By making themselves models, members of the Youth-Corps help push
the programs of the regime by setting the pace for competition and thus spur the development of
activity and creative initiative in all productive enterprises.
1» A„,M m0Clr,r NCW “e",0Crali‘; YoU,h Cor|,s’ as U is k"°»" bf «■> present name, was 6»

pnl 1949, following a decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party the previoui
January. Actually, the corps has a long history beginning in the early ‘twenties and its name has
en changed many times. The previous names were: the Communist Youth League, 1927-37; the
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National Salvation Youth Association and the Anti-Japanese Youth Vanguards, 1937-45; the
League of Democratic Youth and the New Democratic Youth Alliance from 1946 to 1949, when the
Party’s Central Committee decided to consolidate it into a large-scale organization.
The political significance of this Youth Corps in Communist China is perhaps next only
to that of the Chinese Communist Party. In the first place, it demands unswerving loyalty to the
Marxist-Leninist cause. Secondly, it requires absolute obedience to the Chinese Communist
Party. Under Article III of the constitution of the corps
...all boys and girls from the age of 14 to 25 who support the program of the
Communist Party of China and ate willing to fight actively for the cause of
the New Democratic Revolution and to serve devotedly the working people, and
who recognize the constitution of the League, abide by the resolutions and
join in the work of the League, shall be qualified for membership.
The fundamental tasks of the Youth Corps, as proposed by the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party in an official directive authorizing the establishment of the youth
organization, are as follows: "To study systematically Marxism-Leninism; to constantly educate
its members and the mass of youth by means of revolutionary practice; and to organize, in the
spirit of Marxism-Leninism, the broad mass of youth to take part in the various movements
called for by the Party or the People’s Government.”14* Recently two special tasks have kept
the corps busy. One was the organization and training of propagandists. Training was directed
specifically toward public speaking, but at the same time it provided a means of selecting those
members who would specialize in propaganda work. Part of their instructions stipulated that
if the trainees could not answer a question, they should not try to answer, but postpone it to the
next meeting so that they might have time to study the problem. The other task of the corps is
the correction of "erroneous tendencies” inside the organization itself.1'0
Now a few words about the organizational aspects of the corps. In every farm, factory,
school, or street where there are five or more corps members, a branch may be formed. Where there
are 100 members, a general branch is formed, with sub-branches. Where there are 500 members, a
corps committee is formed. The creation of more than three branches in a district qualifies it for
the formation of a district committee; three or more district committees form a county or city
committee. At higher levels there are regional committees, provincial committees, and Greater
Administrative Area or District (Ch’vi) committees. The National Congress is the supreme organ
of the corps and between sessions of congress the Central Committee elected by it (the National
Congress) is the highest body. According to these regulations, five young men or women may
therefore set up a corps branch through which they can become an integral part of the nationwide
youth movement.
£,/ery Youth Corps organization holds a "Corps Day,” either every week or every other
week. On this special day, there are all sorts of collective activities, such as reports on special
topics, discussions, debates, relaying the instructions of the leadership, initiation ceremonies,
recommending the model deeds of members, helping one another in studies, lectures on league
work, story-telling, all kinds of contests and competitions, singing, and recreational evening
parties. It seems to be the policy of the corps that all kinds of approaches should be utilized
to attract youths to participate in the corps programs. Therefore, it often sponsors recreational
programs or gives shows. But these activities are not to be confused with the real objectives of
the corps-to educate and organize the broad mass of youth and to disseminate the propaganda
of Marxism-Leninism. The corps, as explicitly declared in one official directive of the Party’s
Central Committee, is "the nucleus of the Party to unite and lead the broad mass of youth and
the school of the Party to educate youths in Marxism-Leninism. ”m
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By June 1950, according to one official figure, the Youth Corps had a membership
throughout the country of over 3,000,000. There are indications that the corps is continually
growing. There is hardly any factory, farm, school, or university in Communist China today that
does not have a branch of the youth organization.
The present leader of the Youth Corps is Feng Wen-ping, who is secretary-general of its
Central Committee. He worked as a lad in a Shanghai match factory and at 21 was already a
member of the Communist Party. He was one of those who participated in the “Long March” from
Kiangsi to Yenan. The Central Committee of the corps has 60 members, all of whom have long
records in the Party. One of the members of the Central Committee is Hu Chiao-mo, who is
concurrently deputy director of the Party’s Department of Propaganda and director of the Press
Administration of the Government.
Under the Youth Corps is the separate Young Pioneer Corps, which was formed for the
purpose of organizing juveniles of from 9 to 14 and younger children and helping them in their
studies. These youngsters are also used to participate in the propaganda work of the Youth
Corps, such as soliciting signatures on the World Peace Appeal (Stockholm), or taking part
in demonstration parades. They are also sent out to teach peasants or illiterate workers to
recognize Chinese ideographs, or written characters. They are popularly known as “little
teachers.” It is reported in the Communist press in China that the “system of little teachers”
has proved to be an effective way of pushing forward the literacy movement, which is heavily
seasoned with propaganda flavor.
The Central Committee of the Youth Corps publishes, among many other things, a
fortnightly magazine called Chuñé Kuo Ch'ing Men (China Youth), which is designed to direct
the work of the corps organization. Since January 1951, when the project of establishing
propaganda networks” got into full swing, every issue of the magazine has devoted considerable
space to propaganda materials. There is every reason to believe that the major tasks of the corps
at present lie in the propaganda field.
As pointed out previously, the Youth Corps is one of the many youth organizations in
Communist China today. In addition, there is the All-China Federation of Democratic Youth,
founded in May 1949. It is an association of all youth organizations in Communist China. The
highest governing body of the federation is the All-China Youth Congress. During the interval
between congresses, the National Committee elected by the congress is its highest governing
body. The chairman of the National Committee of the Federation is Liao Cheng-chi. The
membership of the federation, as represented by its affiliated youth organizations, has increased
from 4,420,000 in September 1949 to 7,000,000 in July 1950.152
3. Resist-America Aid-Korea Association
The Resist-America Aid-Korea Association, also known as “The Chinese People’s
Committee to Protect World Peace and Oppose American Aggression,” is perhaps the most
popular mass organization in Communist China today, so far as publicity of its activities is
concerned/1* Us purpose is widely claimed to be that of helping people “to resist American
aggression, aid the Korean people, protect our homes and defend our country.”
As pointed out earlier in this chapter, this association is supposed to take the leadership
in all anti-American activities. It decides on the slogans to be shouted for nation-wide antiAmerican demonstration parades, the materials to be used for propaganda activities, and the
amount of contributions to be made by people for the buying of airplanes, tanks, and munitions,
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should be closely related to the Resolutions of the World Peace Congress

r ps7p“ li! v7r„,ratoaiapan' ^°16856 of pea“and o,het actuai tasks °(
<2> Ih,t A1!;Ci,Cle Pe0pl<!’S R"P'“"»'»«ve Conferences to different niens shonld
Mh.„ the current month discuss and pass on the plans fo, the Renta-Amlton
X,“emen' f°'

- * «” »«ns tonr.7„Ses;:Ar,M

(3) Late in April, the people in cities and villages should trv thoîr

u

Te^imes ofdfhCUSSÍOnS ^
^ agKreSSion of JaPa" and America Zd
C hl T
rUTng;d0gS 0f Japan and Ame»ca and secret agents of
the bandit groups under Chiang Kai-shek, and to sign the Peace Pact and
e on e Japan question. Those who have not written their Patriotic
Pact should use this opportunity to finish their Pacts...,
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(4) ri1,::: pPr

^^ - ^

P„ücipate in

»rTr^lir^"^”^“11“"1 agencie”' ¡»eluding schools, evening
newspspers, ^¡o sLer°T,'

::°:sd

«»»P»!

“r ^ Jrrr; r,

units, theaters, amusement centersTnH 11 pTblk Tlzces^Tj^T^
areaslemplesltcHouldll^iraw'ulh US*0688 n*er e
n®,S^^8^806010
current year, in order to polll ”! I
P^S^a plans for the
Movement, to oppose the amine of U penetrate the Resist-America Aid-Korea
PPose me arming of Japan and to defend
-- world
"Viiu peace/«
peace. jn ™<“»i<rr2r»^

and aiding Kore. is prese„,

ovement is fully covered in another report in this res
T lnCe the'Resist*APerica Aid-Korea
attempt to deal with the programs and activities of fh
h Pr°jeCt' the Prese,lt study does rtot
trough the Resist-America Aid-Korea 7s^a the
^ ÍS SUffÍCÍent ^ ^ ^re that
propaganda on a scale probably unparalleled in rr l ■
^ Is tn®afilnf! in anti-American
Besides the sbove-nrentionïïTn
'USto'y 01 ,l,e »“'Wfunctions on behalf of the Party, (here IwtiZl
which serve special propaganda
and mobilizing, as »ell .'s crm™“i8' a'"ffe«¡«¡‘» e-»P:Ca
For instance, there are the Into, „„i„„s wh“hT„
B; ^ br<>a<l n,asses »' ">e Chinese people
m .he course o, the Communis, reZ^ « “
*"
¡^¡»g Je
labor unions were generally the major are, ¡n,Mr'Jf r
C“mm™s's' "se to power i„ Chinn
organizaiional puiposes. Today, they are still the“.di/s
'V“
«»<1
Wong,ng
^ TOtki„6 clasSr who ^
^ e»d..g otgrnrs fo, the ■■edncntlon» of the people
propaganda is concerned, labor „„¡0„8 nsnal ,1 tll!?Jî' baCkb°ne of >h' P»«y- So In, as
para es, accusation meetings, and political studv wk
*n SUC^ activities as demonstration
government fo, highe, production spr
laehn„r th<!te ‘S ’ ^
P»'‘V
he initiative to raise the level of production and sel l ""'T T s',nerall>' instructed to take
the responsibility of union members to work consta/ " P“CC/01 fell°” »"rkers to follow. It is
attitude toward labo, and labor discipline ” Z
^
m'ke'S ,0 '‘s« “P » correct
„
Take, fo, instance, the role ^ . "d.to
■" P^ganda and agi,„on
«ovement. In February 1951, jns, a few months“ ftl,K^-^ncu Aid.Koraa
Lru Ch ang-sheng, chief of the Labor Union in Shnnd
, m'':nC“n r"ov""<»l was inaugurated
branch of the Resist-Americ, Aid-Knrea Ass/cinhön 7 °7
»¡■»¡""a" of the Shanghai
ay the foundation fo, further development of the mov’emeT 7
ln S'",”8bai helPed 10
.he movemen. was started, the Federation of Labo/in s/lh “
‘Z* im"'“,¡»te«y »1.«
were mvrted than usual, passed a “Ten-Point P/
,n “ co"terence >o which more
Preiccl Home and Defend the Country.” Under/! Z .
eSiSl A,”e'ica' Aid Koren,
occupational groups made (heir own Lns ,o
f
!/
W»'"««»", different
school ,enche,s took advantage of
^
F°'
teams to engage in the Resist-America AiX/L nronL
^
600 P^Pagonda
great variety of ways; college professors, perhaps fo,7/7“,T''8
P“P‘e
Sh“n8ha¡ ¡» a
parade; medical doctora ■•volunteered” to o™„72e me 1, "
f ^ ,heÍr ,¡Vea’ ^ » demonstration
factories in Shanghai all -de pians
iJrér/toe"6!:!/0'1’8 .7 8° ,0 ,he Kprea" ¡»’"'l
olunteered ■ to enroll in the Schools for Military Cadres' //JÏnT“"/°f ^ WOrlleK
«es, accusation meetings were conducted
154-,.
Met Vu«n

^

r'ui’cSrA,10«?*^1 World Pe«*ce and Oppose Ameri

e'*'

^
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in all units of the Union.1“ It is apparent that all these activities were the direct results of the
propaganda and agitation work of the union members under the direction of the Federation of Labor
in Shanghai.
As pointed out earlier in this chapter, the so-called mass organizations act as affiliates
or subsidiary organs of the Party and no Chinese "citizen’' can possibly escape from the grasp
of these organizations, of which there are hundreds and thousands. It must be pointed out here
tíiat the system of mass organizations is not altogether new in China. Such organizations existed
in Nationalist China too. But what gives the Communist mass organizations a distinct character
is that they penetrate more deeply into the population and maintain more contacts with the common
people. The Communist mass organizations are designed in such a way that they keep in close
touch with all the Chinese people, regardless of who or what they are. There are occupational
organizations (such as teachers' unions, shoemakers' unions, shoe-polishers' unions, etc.);
professional organizations (such as the All-China Federation of Writers and Artists, All-China
Federation of Journalists, etc.) and geographical organizations (such as a village or a city street).
There are also mass organizations on an arbitrary class basis such as the social groups within a
geographical district (urban workers, poor peasants, middle peasants, etc.). Therefore, every
Chinese has to belong to some kind of mass organization, unless he is a "reactionary" or "secret
agent,” who is barred from the Communist society anyway. All the mass organizations are inter¬
woven into a complicated network of relationships designed to insure firm support of the Party,
whose control over these organizations is absolute.114
A few special illustrations may be helpful here to show how different mass organizations
cooperate in carrying out programs of the Party or government. Take, for example, an incident in
the anti-American propaganda. In December 1951, the Peking Film Studio of the Ministry of
Cultural Affairs, as described in an earlier chapter, released the first part of a documentary film
called "Resist-America Aid-Korea. ” That the Communist regime was strong in its desire to have a
huge audience for this film is apparent But the Communists did not go about winning a big
audience simply by placing attractive advertisements in newspapers or colorful posters on streets.
Instead, a special committee was formed in every major city to see to it that the film was shown
to the largest number of people. Take the case of Canton, for instance. In this big city in South
China, the "Committee for Showing the Documentary Film, ‘Resist-America Aid-Korea’,” was
formed by representatives of the following 12 government and mass organizations: (a) The
Kwangtung Provincial Branch of the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association; (b) Canton Municipal
Branch of the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association; (c) Commission of Cultural and Educational
Affairs of the Kwangtung People’s Government; (d) Bureau of Civic Affairs of the Canton
Municipal People's Government; (e) Bureau of Cultural and Educational Affairs of the Canton
unicipal People’s Government; (f) Preparatory Committee of the Federation of Labor in Canton;
(g) Canton Branch of the New Democratic Youth Corps; (h) Preparatory Committee of the Canton
Democratic Women’s Federation; (i) Canton Federation of Students; (j) Preparatory Committee of
the Canton Educational Workers' Union; (k) Canton Branch of the Sino-Soviet Friendship
Association; and (1) South China Branch Office of the China Film Company. Shortly after its
establishment, this committee issued a joint directive to all government and mass organizations
in Canton. The directive reads:1,7
In accordance with the directive of the Central-South District Branch of
the Resist-America Aid-Korea Association, we should do our best to assist
155
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the, ConBtitution of the Chinese Communist Party reads: "In the leading bodv of a «overt
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p' PeaMtttKaMrirA0n' C0°P*r#,iv* »°cietyor any other r^ss orgalLatioí where
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JVan Fang Jih Pao (Canton), December 26, 1951.
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Ae South China Branch of the China Film Company in showing Part I of the
documentary film, ‘Resist-America Aid-Korea/ and to fight for the completion
of the task of mobilizing an audience of 450,000 in Canton. This film is the
best picture to educate the people with vivid and actual examples of resisting
menea and aiding Korea. Meanwhile, all the income brought in by this film
will be donated to the government for patriotic uses.
The film is to be shown in all theaters in the city beginning the 28th of
this month. It is expected that all related organizations, immediately after
receiving this directive, will start informing the masses of people of their
jurisdiction to organize and mobilize group audiences. It is also expected that
al organizations will report the size of audiences to be mobilized and other
related comments to this office and keep in touch with this office by phone
every day so as to guarantee that this task of propaganda and donation will
be achieved.
of SX rmnCC"dl^ ‘0 I1“
'W' fm6 Jih
^ Doce»!», 25, 1951, an estimated audiet.ee
of 525,000 was already reported by many mass organisations to the committee Fo klnce Z

.ion“

:;:r3oedoo7bi'izini?'T,youih °”d
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Goêllr, IL
p : wo ' "'an,
lr,Cl {ch ,1>
of the Canton Muncipal People’s
district ‘" One
^ !n the" ef‘”ated ““dionces, ranging from 10,000 to 55,000 from one
district. One can readily see that the quota of 450,000 decided upon in the above-ouoted
irec i»e of the committee was easily met in a few days with almost no difficulty,
one thing'fcertaTn This

TT

".‘"a*“““1' °f

^

by different mass groups,

belong, were able to organise ali schrml chiidnrn to see the film in groups ' e goyemmlt
groups undoubtedly could reach a vast „umher of people in differen, categories the con»!
absolutely

-- oiganraations, had

before the film had its opening day on December 28, 1951.1M

'

‘

course
^ T*'*1 d°CUmenta^ film to
largest number of Chinese people is of
course, a comparatively unimportant incident in the entire scheme of the Part,,»/* ,P \ ’ •
propaganda But it seri.es to illustrate how the mass organisations can be u2d bytht pTrty to
mobilize and rntrm.dale the broad masses of the Chinese people into submissive action.
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Ta Kong Pao (Hong Kong), December 29, 1951,
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APPENDIX I
RADIO PEKING’S FOREIGN BROADCASTS

schedule oHítriioVélting^s ÎoLÏ^caste *h “te"6 ^ ’T
'° "* Uh^
of the Ta Kong Pao in Hong K„„g b'MdCaS“"8 wh,ch lat“ “PPootod in the Decembe, 14, 1951 Issue

LANGUAGE.

TIME

WAVE LENGTH AND FREQUENCY

(Peking Time)
Japanese

5:00- 5:30

468.7 m.
49.1 m.

19:00-19:30
Korean

25.66m.
468.7 m.
49.1 m.
468.7 m.

5:30- 6:00
16:30-17:00

English

6:00- 6:30
17:00-17:25

416.6 m.
29.24m.

21:30-22:00

19.92m.
423.57m.
19.29m.

640 k. c.
6100k. c.
11690k.c,
640k. c.
eiOOk.c.

428.57m.
49.1 m.

700k.c.
6100k. c.

10560 k.c.

25.66m.
19.97m.

11690k. c.
15170k.c.

700k. c.

25,66m.

11690k.c.

25.66m.

11690k,c.

25.66m.

11690k. c.

640k. c.
720k.c.
10260k.c.

428.57m.

Ke Chia*

19:30-20:00
6:45- 7:00

Indonesian

17:30-18:00
7:00- 7:30

19.92m.
428.57m.
19.92m.
428.57m.

15060 k.c.
700k.c.
15060k.c.

V iet-Námese

18:30-19:00
7:30- 8:00

Chao Chow*

8:00- 8:15

700k.c.
15060k.c.

25.66m.

19.92m.

11690k.c.

428.57m.
19.92m.
428.57m.

700k.c.
15060k.c.
700k.c.

25.66m.

11690k. c.

25.66m.

19.92m.

11690k.c.

15060k.c.
700k.c.
15060k.c.

25.66m.

11690k.c.

25.66m.

11690k. c.

25.66m.

11690k. c.

29.24 m.

10260 k.c,

8:15- 8:30

428.57m.

Siamese

8:30- 9:00

Burmese

22:00-22:30
9:00- 9:30

19.92m.
428.57m.
19.92m

23:00-23:30
Mongolian

16:00*16:30

428.57m.
19.92m.
40.0 m.
19,77m.

Mandarin

468.7 m.
416.6 m.
20:00-20:30

10260k.c.
15060 k. c.

19.92m.
416.6 m.

720k.c.
10260k. c.

6:30- 6:45

Amoy**

720k.c.

29.24m.

29.24m.

15060k.c.
700k.c.

Cantonese

416.6 m.

40.0 m,
29.24m.
19.92m.

700k.c.
15060k.c.
700k.c.
15060 k.c.
7500k.c.
15170k.c.
640k.c.
720k.c,
7500k.c,
10260k.c.
15060 k.c.

428.57m.
49.1 m.
33.1 m.
25.66m.
19.77m.

700k. c.
6100k.c.
9040k.c.
11690k.c.
15170k.c.

**A dialecf in the Province of Kwangtung.
A dialect m the province of Fukien.
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